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PREFACE

The crucial role of information in modern society and economy is uncontested. Accordingly, knowledge management becomes an important functionality
of modern Business Information Systems. Tools used in these kinds of systems are
based on traditional mathematical and statistical methods of data analysis as well as
on other disciplines, e.g., on artificial intelligence or econophysics. Analytical parts
of advanced information systems, so-called Business Intelligence (BI), enjoys still
growing popularity.
Current monograph consists of 12 papers written by 16 authors coming
from different institutions. It provides a rich source of ideas, concepts, solutions,
and perspectives for nontrivial applications. We believe that presented results will
be useful for all researchers, experts, and business practitioners, including managers themselves, which are dealing with different categories of information management systems. Chapters are ordered alphabetically, according to the surnames
of the first-named authors.

Piotr Jałowiecki
Piotr Łukasiewicz
Arkadiusz Orłowski
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TREES CROWNS SEGMENTATION ON THE BASIS OF A DIGITAL
SURFACE MODEL OBTAINED FROM THE INTERPOLATION OF
AIRBORNE LASER SCANNING DATA
Krzysztof Będkowski
Department of Forest Management, Geomatics and Forest Economics, Warsaw University of
Life Sciences, Warsaw
Abstract. The paper presents the use of airborne laser scanning data to determine
the location and size of tree crowns (segmentation). Based on them individual
tree heights, mean stand heights and the degree of crown coverage, along with the
terrestrial reference data, can be used then to calculate volume of merchantable
timber per hectare, stand density and stand current volume increment. A midstrong correlation was detected between the crowns number measured in forest
using aerial images and those determined on the basis of airborne laser scanning.
This will make it possible to use both kinds of data for forest stands inventory.
Keywords: LIDAR, forestry, digital surface model, crowns segmentation, Idrisi
Taiga

1. INTRODUCTION

Photogrammetric measurements of forest canopies are proved as a good source of
reliable data for forest inventory purposes. Based on them diverse characteristics of
forest stands would be assessed, among them number of trees or trees height and
volume [1, 2]. Nowadays laser-scanning technique is regarded as the most effective
method for forest inventory.
Large datasets (so called point clouds) are a specific feature of LIDAR data.
In order to process them, special software is needed, which however is hardly
affordable (high purchase costs); moreover, it does not solve all the problems that may
appear in connection with very specific user needs. In this paper, an attempt was made
to use standard software tools from the family of spatial (geographic) information

systems 1 to determine selected tree and stand properties on the basis of laser scanning
data.
Airborne laser scanning was performed in May 2007. The TopoSys laser scanner
system Falcon II (Germany) was used for this purpose. The scanning parameters
permitted to obtain a dozen or more reflection points per square meter on a flat surface.
The Digital Terrain Model and Digital Surface Model were interpolated with TreesVis
software [6]. So called last echo and first echo data were used accordingly.
To interpolate DTM an algorithm using the values of the lowest points was applied.
A normalized Digital Surface Model of stand height (nDSM) was created which is the
difference between the DSM and DTM.
A procedure of tree crown segmentation, described here, was developed
consisting in determining the position of trees on the basis of an interpolated
normalized Digital Surface Model. Several variants of the method were proposed.
Reference data from 35 ground sample plots at Głuchów Forest belonging to the
Warsaw University of Life Sciences – SGGW were used for calculating the above
mentioned stand properties.
The developed scheme was created as a result of numerous analyses and trials.
The method is similar, with some extends, to those described by [3]. Below an action
path is presented generating the best tree crown segmentation results.
1. Source data (Digital Terrain Model – DTM and Digital Surface Model of Crown
Canopy – DSM) are available in the form of sets of points with defined coordinates
X,Y,Z. The points are located on a regular, square grid, with a mesh size of 0.5 m
× 0.5 m. In the spatial information system, both models are visualized in the form
of a raster image (Fig. 1).
2. Image filtering is realized through image filtering algorithms. Their purpose is to
smooth the image of tree crowns. An attempt was made to apply different filtering
algorithms: (a) 5×5 and 7×7 Gaussian filter, (b) 3×3 and 5×5 mean filter, (c) 7×7
modal filter. A 3×3 mean filter was found to be the best for processing a given
dataset.
3. An “inverted” surface is being created (Fig. 2). This operation turns concavities
into convexities and vice versa. Thus, local concavities, or depressions, appear
where individual crowns are located. In the created surface, treated as a terrain
1
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Idrisi Taiga software were used in this study.

4.

5.

6.

7.

model, numerous drainless depressions appear. This is of key importance for
further processing. An “inverted” surface is obtained by multiplying each pixel by
-1 and by adding a constant value identical for all pixels. The constant value is so
selected that the created file has no negative numbers.
Using the algorithm for the calculation of the volume of surface runoff, an image is
created where each pixel contains information about the size of the area from
where water runs down to it (Fig. 3). Drainless areas (here tree crowns)
“accumulate” water at the lowest located points. The pixels located lowest obtain
the highest values which can be identified with treetops. The pixels located on the
edge of the depressions have the lowest values as they “accumulate” water
exclusively from their surface.
To delineate crowns, pixels are reclassified. Those with the lowest values (so
called edge values) obtain 0 (zero value), while the remaining pixels obtain 1
(one). The experiment proved that good delineation of tree crowns takes place
when pixels with values 1 and 2, that are “accumulating” water from one or two
pixels are classified as edge values (Fig. 4).
Smoothing of irregular crown contours through image filtering. The experiment
proved that the best results can be obtained using a 3×3 mean filter. The operation
leads to the generation of pixels with fractional values ranging between 0 and 1
(with some pixels retaining integer values 0 or 1) (Fig. 5).
Pixel reclassification is aimed at a more precise crown delineation. Pixels with values
ranging from 0 to the adopted threshold value are regarded as not belonging to the
crown extent. The performed processing sequence leads to the delineation of
individual tree crowns; however some of them still remain “merged” (Fig. 6). In order
to obtain better results, sharper reclassification criteria need to be applied, by
increasing the threshold value with the effect to broaden the range of values of
rejected pixels. This operation leads to the delineation of crowns; however they
become unnaturally small – the gaps between tree crowns expand, which does take
place in reality. The quality of the performed segmentation can be assessed by
projecting the achieved contours of tree crowns on the Digital Surface Model (Fig. 7).
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Figure 1. Digital Surface Model (raster). Irregular, uneven contours of tree crowns are visible.

Figure 2. The result of application of 3 × 3 mean filter. The Digital Surface Model
was “inverted”.
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Figure 3. The effect of operation of the RUNOFF Module – the light points indicate places to
where most of the water has run off. They can be identified as treetops.

Figure 4. The result of image reclassification using the RECLASS Module. Individual tree
crowns are visible; some of the crowns are “merged” which indicates the necessity to apply
a sharper reclassification criterion.
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Figure 5. The result of application of a 3 × 3 mean filter.

Figure 6. The result of crown delineation with the application of variable
reclassification criteria.
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Figure 7. Contours of the delineated tree crowns against the background of the DSM.

In order to obtain characterizations associated with terrestrial reference data, it is
necessary to limit the analyses to the area occupied by individual sample plots (in our
case to 500 m2 circular plots). Sample plots had the size of 2001 pixels × 0.25 m2/pixel
= 500.25 m2. The difference from the comparison to theoretical field (500 m2) resulted
from the resolution of the applied nDSM. All tree crowns located outside the circle
were rejected. The remaining pixel clusters were numbered, using a grouping
algorithm, which enabled finding spatially separated pixel clusters. The created
clusters were identified as individual tree crowns or their fragments (in the case of tree
crowns close to the circumference of a sample plot). The disadvantage of this solution
was that part of the crowns were still “merged” and, moreover, some crowns were
“inside other crowns”. To obtain the desired layer, further processing would have to be
performed which, at this stage, was abandoned.
The following four methods of detecting the number of trees were used:
1. (N1) corresponding to the number of all pixel clusters identified automatically with
the applied grouping algorithm,
2. (N2) corresponding to the number of all pixel clusters identified automatically,
however with the rejection of pixel clusters clearly being not tree crowns, e.g.
those delineating crowns located within the extent of other crowns,
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3. (N3) determined with the application of an automatic algorithm detecting the
location of points in the centre of gravity of each pixel cluster (so called locators);
the number of thus identified trees is lower compared to the number of trees in the
method described in Item 1, because the algorithm was applied on a 50 m × 50 m
surface, and then, only those points were counted which stayed within the circular
sample plot (Fig. 8); therefore, tree crowns only partially protruding outside the
circular sample plot were not taken into consideration,
4. (N4) determined through a visual shape analysis of the generated pixel clusters and
manual delineation of tree crown extents; this method usually leads to the detection
of the largest number of trees, compared to other methods.

The results of crowns segmentation are shown in table 1.

Crown contours

Locators - centres of gravity
of crown contours

Points in a circular sample
plot (R = 12,61 m)

Figure 8. Centres of gravity of the contours of pixel clusters (locators) as the way of detecting
the number of trees in a circular sample plot.
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Table 1. Number of crowns segments detected using different methods versus reference
(photogrammetric) data.
Sample
no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

No. of detected crowns with regard to data source
Crowns detected using nDSM
N1
20
20
24
21
21
20
17
15
21
15
18
15
22
13
20
16
15
8
12
15
24
18
21
18
19
15
19
13
23
18
21
14
12
15
21

N2
20
20
24
19
19
20
15
14
20
12
18
12
22
13
16
14
13
7
10
10
23
18
19
17
17
15
16
12
16
17
21
10
10
15
20

N3
11
14
16
4
3
19
7
7
11
8
9
6
10
6
11
6
8
2
5
4
12
13
8
7
8
9
9
4
5
12
13
5
9
7
13

N4
24
27
33
23
28
23
30
25
28
20
25
29
38
27
24
23
25
25
21
23
33
26
32
28
31
31
34
32
29
18
32
29
34
23
33

Crowns detected on images (photogrammetry)
Nref
27
29
43
11
14
44
14
15
17
16
17
17
21
22
17
18
19
14
17
21
22
18
25
19
22
17
43
36
15
36
39
39
47
15
66
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2. PHOTOGRAMMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF REFERENCE SAMPLE PLOTS

As a reference the results of photogrammetric measurements of permanent control
sample plots were used. They were measured (stereo digitalization) on aerial images in
the way described by [4] using digital photogrammetric station DVP 5.0. Images were
acquired in July 2007 with photogrammetric DMC 2000 camera. From among the 220
permanent control sample plots, used were 35 located every 200 meters on three lines
distanced from each other by 800 and 1200 meters.
Extends of all crowns being recognized within circle of 500 m2 in size were
drawn. These were than matched with shapes of crowns detected using developed
algorithm. All detected crowns within sample plot were counted (reference, Nref). This
will make it possible to compare results from both sources of data.
3. RESULTS

Crowns (Nref.)

In the carried out experiment, the strength of the relationship between the crowns
numbers obtained from segmentation of laser scanning data (N1, N2, N3, N4) and
those from photogrammetric measurements (Nref) was mid-strong (Fig. 9). The
highest correlation value (R2 = 0.2728) was found between number of crowns detected
using an automatic algorithm detecting the location of so called locators (N3) and
those from photogrammetric measurements on images (Nref). The second correlation
value (R2 = 0.1477) was for visually detected crowns (N4) and reference (Nref).
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Figure 9. Correlaton between number of crowns detected using four methods (N1, N2, N3, N4)
and reference data (Nref).
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4. CONCLUSION

The selection of the Uroczysko Głuchów stands for a research site was a good
occasion for comparing the results of crowns segmentation using laser scanning data to
photogrammetric measurements. The results obtained from the processing of laser
scanning data compared to the results of a measurements carried out with the use of
aerial imagery let us assume, that both methods were comparable. With digital
processing of LIDAR data should it be possible to obtain reliable results of trees
crowns detection. Furthermore the results obtained from the processing of laser
scanning data can be treated as potential first stage of the two-phase combined forest
inventory. With this method some other variables describing forest (crown closure and
trees height) would be calculated. This method was proved with the results of a similar
study carried out with the use of aerial imagery [5]. The fact that in that study the
coefficient of correlation between timber volume and the stand parameters acquired
with use of crowns measures derived from aerial photographs was r = 0.830 may
support this view.
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ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE CREATION OF A SYSTEM
SUPPORTING KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN
AN ENTERPRISE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRY
Katarzyna Dohn, Adam Gumiński, Wojciech Zoleński
Institute of Management and Administration, Faculty of Organisation and Management,
Silesian University of Technology
Abstract. The article presents the analysis of assumptions for the creation of
a system supporting knowledge management in an enterprise of mechanical
engineering industry. The analysis was carried out based on surveys and
direct interviews. The article defines the requirements for knowledge workers
as potential users of the system supporting knowledge management. The
preliminary analysis of key functionality of the system was undertaken.
Keywords: Enterprise of mechanical engineering industry, IT supporting
knowledge management

1. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge management, in recent years, has become increasingly important
because of the need for efficient information processing to improve business
processes in the world economy. Effective knowledge management in the
enterprise is a key factor in the competitive market [3, 7]. Knowledge management
is interdisciplinary, and therefore it is complex and diverse. The first knowledge
management concepts refer to two main sources: information systems (including
information technology and telecommunications) and human resource
management. Later the concepts of strategic management, change management and
managing cultural change appeared. Different are also models of the creation and
the use of knowledge. Properly developed and implemented a computer system,
which should be considered as an important element of knowledge management
system can improve the efficiency of resource management in enterprises [2].
Within this article the attempts were made to identify the assumptions and
conditions of the development system supporting knowledge management in
enterprise engineering industry based on questionnaire surveys which were
conducted in the form of direct interviews with top managers during June-July

2011 in twelve engineering industry enterprises located in the Silesia province.
Formulated assumptions allow to create the concept of the system in terms of
functionality corresponds to the needs of users to which the system is dedicated.
Elaborated assumptions and the initial concept of supporting knowledge
management system in an enterprise of mechanical engineering are the important
step in the development of the research project currently realized at the Institute of
Management and Administration of Faculty of Organization and Management of
Silesian University of Technology.
2. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN AN ENTERPRISE

The main objective of knowledge management in an enterprise is to ensure
the efficient and effective collection, exchange and processing of knowledge in
business processes. Most large companies declare that knowledge management is
one of the key components of corporate strategy. Knowledge is regarded as a
condition for achieving and maintaining competitive advantage. However, studies
conducted in Poland and other European countries, show that implementation of
the concept of knowledge management in most companies is in the initial phase.
The above discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the transformation of
industrial economies into the knowledge economy is a long-term process.
Companies recognize knowledge management as an important issue, but they
intend to deal with it in the long term.
Conversion model of explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge [7] is based on
the distinction between the essence of explicit and tacit knowledge. "We know
more than we can tell" (M. Polanyi). "We talk more than we can write" (D.
Snowden). The distribution of explicit and tacit knowledge results in four ways of
its transformation: tacit knowledge into tacit knowledge during conversation,
observations, etc. (socialization); tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge by the
way of knowledge codification, located in human minds (externalization), explicit
knowledge into explicit knowledge through a combination of fragments of codified
knowledge (combination); explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge through
assimilation documents’ contents by human beings (internalization). Knowledge
transformation cycle repeats at individual, group, organizational and inter
organizational level creating a "spiral of knowledge".
Working out IT system supporting knowledge management should take into
account the above mentioned aspects in the context of the needs existing in the
enterprise for which the system will be dedicated.
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3. DETERMINANTS OF THE SYSTEM SUPPORTING KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN AN ENTERPRISE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRY

Each newly created IT system is unique in the sense that it is being developed
based on current technical and technological capabilities of the project team, and is
addressed to a specific receiver or a group of recipient with a unique set of human
and technical resources. The carried out research determined IT solutions
implemented by a company, a knowledge deficit in specific functional areas, and
conditions and factors determining the functional and structural range of the
system supporting knowledge management.
Based on the undertaken research it was found that analyzed enterprises of
mechanical engineering industry could be characterized as follows:
− lathe and assembly production is discrete and highly complex,
− large share of unitary production, including the production of large
machines, primarily as a make to order,
− the activity of analyzed enterprises is particularly sensitive to an economic
situation change, vulnerability to recession is stronger and more violent
than the reaction to an economic recovery,
− in the medium term production activity is characterized by a relatively large
uncertainty and variability in exploited capacity (in terms of size and
structure); the results are: the excess of capacity for machinery and the
deficit in employment,
− the activity of enterprises requires high technical and organizational
competences of personnel, especially in the preparation of production
(constructors, technologists, workers of production units),
− in unitary production the profitability is affected by a great deal of different
factors of low stability, particularly the order book, the parameters of the
contracts with customers (unitary price can be very volatile), the parameters
of contracts with suppliers and subcontractors (prices also can be very
volatile),
− for the conclusion of profitable contracts and also not to comprise of
unprofitable contracts, you must have extensive knowledge about
production costs, production capacity, inventory storage and supply
capabilities and knowledge of potential suppliers and receivers (as
extensive as possible the list of subcontractors and suppliers, information
about their reliability, costs, willingness to cooperate, negotiation
potential).
Working out the system supporting knowledge management in enterprises of
mechanical engineering industry requires the following aspects:
− the level and structure of the budget for the development and
implementation of the system,
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−

an appropriate platform for cooperation and communication between the
team compiling the system and potential users of the system,
− the functional and structural range of the working out system,
− information infrastructure of the exploited system (hardware, software,
information resources, knowledge, models and procedures, network) [4, 5],
− organizational determinants of knowledge management in an enterprise,
− formalization level of knowledge management in an enterprise,
− competence level of employees to implement the system.
Most of the analyzed factors and circumstances should be considered
dynamically i.e. the working out system depends not only on the current state of
the considered factors, but also the dynamics of their changes in the medium and
long term. Changes in business processes implemented by enterprises of
mechanical engineering industry to a large extent could change the requirements
for the functionality of the system.
4. KEY ASSUMPTIONS FOR BUILDING THE SYSTEM SUPPORTING
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN AN ENTERPRISE OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY

Requirements for the system supporting knowledge management should take
into account two basic components of knowledge management: knowledge
processes and knowledge management tools. Knowledge is characterized by its
various attributes as follows [1]:
− knowledge mode – tacit and explicit; only explicit knowledge can be
codify; in case of explicit knowledge which generates the explication of
tacit knowledge the form can be different (e.g. verbal description,
metaphors, the video presenting making use of tacit knowledge); generally
it is impossible to explicate tacit knowledge completely,
− the field in which knowledge is applied; it is often taken into account the
hierarchical structure of knowledge,
− the type of knowledge: descriptive and procedural,
− multi-level knowledge: knowledge, meta-knowledge (knowledge about
knowledge), meta-meta-knowledge; meta-knowledge is, among others.
knowledge about the sources of knowledge (e.g. experts) and knowledge
resources (e.g. documents, data sets), knowledge of the effective paths of
inference in expert systems, knowledge of system models in knowledge
processing.
The starting point for working out the assumptions of building the system
supporting knowledge management is to identify basic needs and expectations of
future users in the field of knowledge management processes. Basing on studies in
selected enterprises of mechanical engineering industry, the following expectations
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in the range of supporting knowledge management for the proposed system were
identified:
− factographic knowledge management which managers associate with the
top of the information pyramid as the most relevant information, complete
and synthetic, of the most important facts, events and processes that are
strategically important and provide a broad overview of issues,
− provide knowledge for supporting managers in the development of tenders,
awarding contracts, search and selection of suppliers and subcontractors;
decisions making in this field requires not only knowledge of the facts, but
also the estimations of possible regulations, schedules of implementation,
the preliminary calculation of costs and the assessment of contractors’
reliability,
− supporting decision making processes based on analytical, deductive,
systemic and direct models,
− knowledge management in the realization of selected strategic and
operational tasks.
Implementation of the above mentioned expectations requires the use of
various information instruments such as:
− standard database management system designed for the set of information
(mostly quantitative and textual) with well-defined structure,
− hypertext knowledge system to manage qualitative information of a very
diverse form and content: it is necessary to establish certain standards in the
form of knowledge saving in elementary learning objects, which combine
a single formal structure with the possibility to use different formal
representations to describe the factual information [9],
− pairs comparing interactive system that allows the ordering (sorting) of
objects; the quality information cannot be attributed to isomorphic
relationship with the majority relationship of the set of real numbers, so it is
not possible to organize algorithmic information (the sequence, selection)
on the basis of formal criteria; for ordering numerous set of objects a
method of interactively pairs comparing was developed, which allows the
relatively small number of comparisons to determine the most important
objects or to make a full ordering of the set [9],
− rule expert system, containing among others the inferencing-converting
expert sheet and graphic tools for presentation and visualization inferencing
paths; presentation of knowledge in the graphic form helps to understand
its internal structure and the relationship occurring between rules and
groups of rules; The rule expert system can be applied in knowledge
management in hypertext systems, to perform complex algebraic and
logical operations, and can be used to create models of deductive support
decision making processes,
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−

dynamic research simulation system is used to test the research system
models (archetypes); P.M. Senge [8] introduced the concept of system
diagrams, which in an illustrative manner represent the most important
features of the system, especially the positive and negative feedback loops;
research dynamic simulation system enables more accurate and
unambiguous representation of the investigated system structure and
enables the presentation of graphs depicting the time courses of processes
in the system.
Working out and implementation of the system supporting knowledge
management in a manufacturing company should be treated as a separate project.
Therefore, at the initial stage, the methodology should be selected to create the
concept of the system and its subsequent implementation in the enterprise.
It can be assumed that to improve the efficiency of the process of creating an
information system in structural terms should be implemented based on the
methodology of project management.
Considering the project management approach by [6] you can distinguish
5 groups of processes:
− initiating processes –IT project approval to carry out after the preliminary
findings with the project recipient,
− planning processes – definition and clarification the objectives of the
project and the choice of the way of its implementation,
− executing processes - coordination of human and other resources to
implement the adopted plan, with particular emphasis on close cooperation
between project stakeholders,
− controlling processes - monitoring and measurement of the realization of
the project to determine deviations from the plan and to take necessary
corrective actions,
− closing processes - the formal acceptance of the results in the project.
Each separate IT project should be realized in two major phases:
− the phase of system conception working out,
− the phase of system programming and system implementation in the target
enterprise.
In the conception working out phase it is theoretically possible to prepare
a proposal of a system completely independent from the vision of the target
recipient. However, this approach is vulnerable to high risk of failure at the system
implementation phase in an enterprise. In the second phase, it is imperative to
establish close cooperation with the future user. Experience with implementation of
information systems shows a critical success factor to adjust the functional scope to
the needs and possibilities of its use by potential users. In the majority of cases the
better solution is to create an evolutionary implementation of the system supporting
knowledge management, which should be analyzed at different levels: an
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employee, a group, an organization, and at the inter organizational level. In many
areas of activity of enterprises, implementing knowledge management systems is
premature. In the case of knowledge management systems with a centralized
structure, it is reasonable to start the implementation of projects based on the
simplest (usually already existing) infrastructure. Implementation of large systems
is a long-term, and information technology is aging quickly, so it is hard to
capitalize too much and too early of IT investments.
In the undertaken study, a diagnosis was made on current exploited IT
solutions, reported information needs and organizational and technical conditions
to create an information system. Respondents pointed out the large impact of the
economic and financial situation of an enterprise and the profile of its business.
The crucial factor is also the awareness of executives and their attitude
towards changes. A clear vision of expectations of managers about the main
objectives and sub-objectives of the system (i.e. knowledge management processes
which require special reinforcement) especially determines the potential benefits of
using the system in the long term. Unfortunately, some respondents representing
executives in analyzed companies of mechanical engineering industry, despite the
precise indication of knowledge deficit in particular areas of business, were unable
to determine accurately the expectations of changes in the functionality of IT solutions.
The undertaken research pointed also other circumstances concerning the
conception of information system supporting knowledge management as follows:
− to support knowledge management processes in functional areas it is
necessary to analyze decision-making processes in an enterprise,
− determination of the functionality of the system should be carried out based
on the analysis of knowledge deficit in the following areas:
 finance and accounting,
 human resources,
 research and development,
 production,
 logistics,
− the system should provide the possibility of networking,
− the functionality of the system should be developed to allow a user with
specific rights to modify the generated reports and some algorithms,
− working out the system should be preceded by a deep analysis of technical
and human resources of an enterprise in which the system will be
implemented,
− both at the stage of creating the system, working out algorithms, its
functionality and its implementation you should ensure close cooperation
between the project team and potential users of the system.
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During working out of the concept the system supporting knowledge
management in an enterprise of mechanical engineering industry it should be
established the quality criteria to be met by this system [4, 5]:
− availability - the system provides information on decision problems in all
functional areas of business,
− topicality - the system provides news of the processed information
contained in databases,
− reliability - the system ensures conformity of the information contained in
databases with the facts,
− flexibility - the system allows modification of databases to meet the needs
of its users,
− stability - the system provides measures to restore its status prior to distort
his work,
− confidentiality - the system provides information to selected users of the
system, having certain rights,
− security - the system provides the ability to restore the databases after the
discontinuation of operation of the system,
− user’s friendly - the system provides different options for communication
and context help.
5. CONCLUSION

Developing IT system supporting knowledge management dedicated to a
specific enterprise of mechanical engineering industry requires a careful preimplementation analysis, which could determine the functional range and actions
on both sides: the project team and the side of implementing the system.
Before any steps towards developing the conception are undertaken, the
detailed conditions and assumptions should be determine independently for each IT
project. Determination of the assumptions can reduce the problems at the stage of
working out the concept of the system and at the stage of its implementation.
The system supporting knowledge management in an enterprise of mechanical
engineering industry can be a tool that will determine the advantage in a
competitive market of manufacture of means of production. The key condition is to
ensure close cooperation between the project team developing the system and
potential users of the system (in the company implementing the system) in order to
match the functionality of the system to the needs of the enterprise for which the
system is dedicated.
The system supporting knowledge management in enterprises of mechanical
engineering industry should focus on strengthening management processes in
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respect of: factographic knowledge management, providing knowledge supporting
in developing bids, awarding contracts, search and selection of suppliers and
subcontractors, support decision making processes based on models and
management knowledge in the implementation of selected strategic and operational
tasks. The realization of this goal needs proposed information instruments:
standard database management system, hypertext knowledge system, pairs
comparing interactive system, rule expert system and dynamic research simulation
system.
The publication is financed from public science funds in the years 2010-2013 as
the research project No. 03-0112-10 /2010 dated 09.12.2010.
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ENGINEERING INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES. THE RESULTS OF
THE STUDY
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Abstract. In the article, based on questionnaire surveys conducted in selected industrial enterprises of Polish mechanical engineering, the key
knowledge sources necessary for the proper implementation of production
processes have been identified. Following this study it was found that depending on the model of management in enterprises, which depends on
a properly formed culture, companies declare their various sources of knowledge relevant to the development of the whole enterprise.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With rapid and constant changes taking place in information technology and
the Internet, traditional business models must be flexible to meet the changing
business environment in order to survive. Only firms participating in the creation
and utilization of knowledge can hope to enjoy the rewards of business reform in
today’s knowledge-based economy [12].
Meanwhile, it seems that the question is: "what is to be managed?" and it is
crucial for knowledge-intensive organizations. From the standpoint of the organization concerned, efficient use of knowledge (knowledge management), it is necessary to know the following about the organization [16]:
- What knowledge is currently available (and what is the nature of this knowledge)?
- What knowledge is needed (now and in the future)?
- Where (and with whom) you should look for the knowledge?
- For whom and on what basis knowledge is available?

- How specific nature, characteristics and properties of knowledge determine
the range of adopted organizational solutions?
- How to measure knowledge - how to assess the changes in its resources?
- Which organizations manage knowledge? Do any?
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. What is knowledge management?

Knowledge Management (KM) is usually defined as the business optimization
strategy that identifies, selects, organizes, filters information packages essential to
the company business in a way that improves employees’ performance and corporate competitiveness [4]. From this point of view, it should be clear that Knowledge Management is fundamentally about a systematic approach to managing intellectual assets and other information in a way that provides the company with a
competitive advantage. On the other hand there are often a lot of information and
knowledge within organizations, but at the same time many of them (particularly in
service organizations) are as “information rich and as knowledge poor”. The information and knowledge assets, often called an “intellectual capital,” i.e., knowledge that can be converted into value, make a great potential for organizations if
the make use of it well [3].
As D. Ghelase and others [8] write that knowledge management has become
an effective way of managing organization’s intellectual capital or, in other words,
organization’s full experience, skills and knowledge that is relevant for more effective performance in the future.
Therefore it can be concluded that KM concepts have been around for a long
time, but it is defined very differently. To clarify, a classification of knowledge
management is made in two dimensions. One dimension concerning how to manage existing knowledge, which includes developing of knowledge repositories
(memos, reports, presentations and articles), knowledge compilation, arrangement
and categorization. The other dimension is how to manage knowledge as specific
activities, that is, knowledge acquisition, creation, distribution, communication,
sharing and application [17]. Prior studies defining knowledge management are
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Definitions of knowledge management.
Author
Ouintas et al. (1997)

Definition of knowledge management
KM is to discover, develop, utilize, deliver, and
absorb knowledge inside and outside the organization through an appropriate management
process to meet current and future needs

Allee (1997), Davenport (1998),
Alavi and Leidner (2001)

KM is managing the corporation’s knowledge
through a systematically and organizationally
specified process for acquiring, organizing,
sustaining, applying, sharing and renewing both
the tacit and explicit knowledge of employees to
enhance organizational performance and create
value
KM is a process that helps organizations find,
select, organize, disseminate, and transfer important information and expertise necessary for
activities

Gupta et al. (2000)

Bhatt (2001)

KM is a process of knowledge creation, validation, presentation, distribution and application

Kaplan (2002)

KM is the process through which organizations
extract value from their intellectual assets

Horwitch and Armacost (2002)

KM is the creation, extraction, transformation
and storage of the correct knowledge and information in order to design better policy, modify
action and deliver results

Probst, Raub and Romhardt (2002)

KM is a dynamical cycle that is in permanent
evolution. The Probst model IADDUP, involving eight components that form two cycles,
comprises one inner cycle and other outer cycle.
The inner cycle is composed by the building
blocks of Identification (the process where external knowledge for analyzing and describing
the company’s knowledge environment is identified), Acquisition (refers to what forms of
expertise should the company acquire from
outside through relationship with customers,
suppliers, competitors and partners in cooperative ventures), Development (a building
block which complements Knowledge Acquisi-
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tion. Its focus is generating new skills, new
products, better ideas and more efficient processes), Distribution (the process of sharing and
spreading knowledge which is already present
within the organization), Utilization (consists of
carrying out activities to make sure that the
knowledge, present in the organization, is applied productively for its benefit) and Preservation of knowledge (the process in which the
selective retention of information, documents
and experienced required by management takes
place). In the outer cycle there are two other
processes, Knowledge Goals (determine which
capabilities should be built on which level) and
Knowledge Assessment (completes the cycle,
providing the essential data for strategic control
of Knowledge Management), which provides
the direction of Knowledge Management cycle.
Source: own work based on [12].
2.2. Sources of KM

Modern KM practice emphasizes the creation of new knowledge and the
timely application of organizational knowledge to maintain strategic advantage. It
assumes that systems exist within an organization to support knowledge creation.
Relevant knowledge from internal and external sources has been recorded or indexed in such a way that it can be retrieved and used. Organizations have to be
prepared to abandon knowledge that has become obsolete [7]. Different aspects of
these processes and their relevance to information, professionals have been discussed in many publications. For example Klobas [14] illustrated key relationships
in a diagram, presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Knowledge sources, knowledge processes and outcomes of knowledge
management.
Source: Klobas J.E., 1997 in Kanagasabapathy K.A., Radhakrishnan R., 2006
3. THE STUDY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES
IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE SOURCES USING

The concept of methodological studies in mechanical engineering industry
companies has been based on several key assumptions regarding the nature of the
problem and the characteristics of the study group.
Empirical studies in the article were based on a questionnaire survey aimed at
identifying potential functionality of being developed system supporting knowledge management in selected enterprises in the mechanical engineering industry.
The research concerned the sector of medium and large enterprises of mechanical
engineering from the Silesian Region (due to the largest concentration of such
businesses in the area of Upper Silesia). The study has covered 38 companies including company size and sector of activity.
The first phase of the study concerned the collection and the analysis of information in selected companies in the field of implemented information processing procedures supporting management 1. The second stage of research assumed to

1

At this stage companies have been analyzed from the viewpoint of the instruments supporting
knowledge management. The results of these studies were presented in the article K. Dohn, M. Ma-
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identify location of the main sources of knowledge, particularly unregistered but
useful for managerial decision making.
The study was focused on determining the knowledge sources in selected industrial enterprises of mechanical engineering. Due to the fact that tests require a
deep knowledge and attitudes of respondents, it became necessary to form focus
groups with representatives of the senior management of each of the surveyed
companies.
The study was conducted in three groups of companies: enterprises manufacturing general-purpose machines, enterprises manufacturing mining machines,
enterprises manufacturing machines for the defense industry.
The study was conducted to determine how to obtain sources of explicit and
tacit knowledge. Each of the surveyed companies determined the frequency of the
various sources of knowledge. The results are presented in relation to groups of
companies surveyed in figures 2−5.

Business Intelligence

Training
Subscriptions of professional
literature
Incidence (0-none, 5-often)

Participation in conferences

Gaining customer knowledge

Benchmarking
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

Figure 2. Sources of explicit knowledge in enterprises manufacturing general-purpose
machines.
tusek: „The use of instruments to support knowledge creation in the selected Polish engineering industry enterprises”.
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In enterprises manufacturing general-purpose machines it is observed the
average utilization of these sources of explicit knowledge. In majority of cases
companies offer employees the using of explicit knowledge in the form of
subscriptions of professional journals. The same companies rely heavily on
business intelligence tools to achieve their strategic objectives and don’t benefit
from the benchmarking tools.

Business Intelligence
Training
Subscriptions of professional
literature
Incidence (0-none, 5-often)

Participation in conferences
Gaining customer knowledge
Benchmarking
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

Figure 3. Sources of explicit knowledge in enterprises manufacturing mining machines.

In enterprises manufacturing mining machines one could see the diversity of
the ways of using explicit knowledge sources, although the utilization is at a moderate level. The study also showed that companies in the mining engineering in
analyzed research group belong to the most advanced technology companies. It is
caused by higher demand for more and more specialized equipment (the coal is the
main source of energy in Poland – 95% of the total – and within the following
years in connection with the continuous development of Asian economies, the need
of more and more energy is expected, which will stimulate a demand for service
companies of the mining equipment in developing countries, including Poland).
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Hiring new staff with appropriate
knowledge and skills
Specific skills workshops

Gaining customer's knowledge
Incidence (0-none, 5-often)

Traineeships workers in other foreign
companies
Traineeships workers in other
domestic companies
Cooperation with other
organizations
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

Figure 4. Sources of explicit knowledge in enterprises manufacturing machines for the
defense industry.

In enterprises manufacturing machines for the defense industry you can find
companies having the character of R&D units. Hence, studies have shown that
a strong emphasis in these companies focuses on improving the knowledge and the
use of sources in the form of training, participation in conferences and subscriptions of professional literature.
In Figure 4 the cumulative using of tacit knowledge in all surveyed companies
is presented. The study shows that in the majority of cases the surveyed enterprises
use tacit knowledge by hiring new employees with appropriate knowledge and
skills, benefit from customers’ knowledge about the desired processes and products
and cooperate with other organizations. The managers emphasized that such
knowledge was very valuable and difficult to obtain. On this basis it forms necessary knowledge for companies about market, customers and competitors.
To a small extent they practice to serve their internships and practices in other
domestic and foreign enterprises in the same industry.
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Incidence (0-none, 5-often)
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Figure 5. Sources of tacit knowledge in surveyed manufacturing enterprises.
4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion it is worth remembering that the explicit knowledge, possible to
obtain in the market, is equally available to all businesses. The services of consulting firms, training, professional literature could in theory be used by all competitors equally. Thus, the key should be the decision for the company, which is worth
obtaining, in combination with current tacit knowledge, to give an enterprise greatest synergies and thus to become the most valuable. It should be emphasized the
important role of pre-audit revealing knowledge deficit or needs of the company
related to its development in the future. Knowledge can be generated in the two
main purposes – to use it in the operational activity or for the future development.
The investment in knowledge can either be a way to solve current problems or as
investment in the future.
The publication is financed from public science funds in the years 2010-2013 as
the research project No. 03-0112-10 /2010 dated 09.12.2010.
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EVALUATING ECONOMIC EFFECTIVENESS OF A FIELD
SERVICE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION:
CASE STUDY
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Abstract. The paper presents problems in assessing economic effectiveness
of Field Service Management systems. FSM aims to optimize processes and
information exchange in companies which send staff out of the office. It
combines some or all of the following: CRM applications, work order management, dispatch, wireless technology, and historical customer service data.
In most cases economic effectiveness of FSM systems is examined with Total Cost of Ownership and Return of Investment methods. The author discusses the use of these methods in the IT field, and presents a ROI/TCO calculator created to support the assessment of FSM effectiveness.
Keywords: economic effectiveness assessing, Field Service Management,
Total Cost of Ownership, Return of Investment, ROI/TCO calculator

1. INTRODUCTION

The global financial crisis which has affected the Polish economy since the
end of 2008 resulted in deterioration of situation in the majority of companies. Its
implications have been observed in the information technology field as well, with
clear signals coming from producers and providers of IT products and services, as
well as from their customers. That the situation had grown worse was also
acknowledged by nearly all major companies monitoring IT industry, including
DiS, Gartner, Forrester Research, IDG, and PMR. According to PMR surveys, in
2009 not only had the IT market not increased for the first time in recent years, but
it contracted by 9.2%, and although 2010 saw a year-on-year increase of 5.8% in
the market’s value, the 2008 level had never been reached. The forecasts for 2011
prove more optimistic with a predicted double-digit growth (10.9%) to PLN 28.7
billion, i.e. 1.8 billion more than in a record 2008 (see, e.g., [10, p. 2]). None the
less, it is not certain whether the trend change will be lasting as neither the Polish
nor the world economy has overcome the financial crisis yet.

This situation has affected the functioning and informatization programs of a
large percentage of companies. The author’s surveys from 2009 and 2010 on the
impact of the global crisis on IT initiatives and systems in 248 companies showed
that many of these had modified their informatization strategies. Apart from cuts in
IT seminars and training expenses, the respondents most frequently indicated the
following as visible symptoms of the change: postponed IT investments, reduced
IT investment spending, and reduced IT departments’ budgets (see, e.g., [4, pp.
231-232], [5, pp. 110-113], and [6, pp. 294-295]).
With shrinking IT budgets the interest in calculating effectiveness of IT solutions has been growing, as the previously mentioned author’s surveys demonstrated. These saw a vast number, considerably increasing from a year-on-year
perspective, of companies and declaring to optimize IT costs, e.g., through TCO.
15.83% of all respondents in 2009 and as much as 22.94% in 2010 mentioned such
concern, the percentages being respectively 25% and 31.25% for those respondents
who declared to change their strategy (see, e.g., [5, pp. 110-111], and [6, pp. 294]).
To assess the effectiveness of IT investments, apart from implementing CBA-based
(Cost-Benefits Analysis) methods, well-known in the literature of the subject and
tested in the practice of evaluating investment effectiveness, we may also examine
return on investment or optimize the cost of IT use. In the first case, we base the
analysis on such indices as ROI (Return on Investment), in the second, on different
versions of TCO method (Total Cost of Ownership).
The aim of the paper is to discuss possibilities of computer-aided economic
effectiveness management in acquiring and using IT systems. The successive sections synthetically present methodological framework for TCO and ROI analysis
before examining possibilities of supporting the process with so-called ROI/TCO
calculators. The main section focuses on a case study of implementing the proposed method of analysis to manage economic effectiveness of deploying an FSM
(Field Service Management) system in a hypothetical telecommunication company.
A specialized calculator ROI/TCO has been created and implemented in the MS
Excel environment in order to support the process effectively. Its parameterization
allows it being used with every IT system optimizing mobile service chain management. The idea of the calculator and its implementation were developed in a
thesis supervised by the author of this study and written as a part of a postgraduate
course in “Effective IT Management in a Company” [14]. The tool is being used
and developed in successive implementation projects. Its interactive version is
available on Comarch FSM system webpage.
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2. A METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR IT EFFECTIVENESS
MANAGEMENT

In the literature of the subject we may find descriptions of various approaches
to calculating and evaluating economic effectiveness of IT projects and products,
with examples of their application (see, e.g., [2], and [3]). Likewise, through their
websites and specialized portals, consulting and training companies and IT solutions providers give access to corporation methods of effectiveness analysis, specialized encyclopedias, educational materials, case studies of IT projects’ effectiveness, and present the best practices in the field.
In the present analysis we will focus on two classes of scenarios for IT effectiveness management, i.e.: (1) ROI-oriented, (2) TCO-oriented.
When we come to examine ROI-oriented scenarios, the question arises of
whether the ROI metric can be applied to IT investments, a question discussed by
some authors who point at the static character of the former, which disregards the
change in the value of money over time, and at the methodology lacking in precision and uniformity, with no single calculation formula generally accepted (cf.,
e.g., [4, p. 85], and [13, pp. 131-133]).
Despite the weaknesses mentioned above, a fair share of subjectivity with regard to the values used in calculation, and whatever calculation formula we apply,
we may regard ROI as a simple and synthetic metric of IT investment effectiveness. The most important advantages of ROI are it being comprehensible to managers and easy to calculate, since the data required may be found in basic financial
reports (balance sheet, income statement).
As for TCO-oriented scenarios, the following problems must be kept in mind:
− approaches proposed by various companies and institutions carrying out such
analyses differ from structural and procedural perspectives,
− the TCO method has been evolving in recent years.
As regards different approaches, the Gartner Group model of classifying and
estimating costs continues to prevail in practice (see, e.g., [2, pp. 180-188], [4, pp.
99-104], and [16]). None the less, consulting companies, such as Forrester, Meta
Group, or RM Consulting, use their own methods of analysis which yield more
precise results in certain points (see, e.g., [7], and [12]). Likewise, producers and
providers of IT solutions adapt expense and cost structures and estimation formulas
to their own products and/or services, as it is the case of, for instance, the SAP
TCO model (see [2, pp. 188-193]).
The evolution of the TCO method, referred to in the second place, is closely
connected with a rapid development of information technologies and their applications which makes problematic drawing on data relating to former projects to compare and estimate changes in expenses and costs. This is especially true of new
technologies and innovative applications. For that reason, in order to estimate expenses and costs, especially from an ex ante perspective (i.e., for a so-called “to-
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be” situation), we use models of expected changes in productivity after the implementation of new IT solutions, which allow to estimate predicted reductions in
TCO components more precisely than historical data.
A close correlation between the two groups of effectiveness management scenarios has to be mentioned next. Obviously, it would be the best to minimize TCO
while maximizing benefits (including ROI), which argues in favor of such approaches to effectiveness management that allow to examine the two classes of
scenarios jointly. One of such is the Value IT method promoted by E. Syska [15],
which uses formulas with which we can calculate ROI, as well as TCO components. In this approach, in order to determine IT effectiveness, we first have to
calculate a so-called IT net effect (E0) for a company at a given time. To do so, we
apply the following formula:
E0 = benefits – business process costs – IT costs
Using the same formula, we then calculate the IT net effect (E1) after an IT
project/system has been implemented. The effectiveness is E1 – E0. Some typical
situations are the following:
− an initiative has aimed at reducing IT costs (e.g., by means of their optimization
based on the TCO method) while maintaining business process costs and benefits:
E1 = benefits – business processes costs – ↓ IT costs
− although the implementation of a project has caused IT costs to increase
(through higher investment expenses), at the same time it resulted in a much
more considerable reduction in business process costs (mainly because of socalled automation effects), with no change in benefits:
E1 = benefits – ↓↓ business process costs – ↑ IT costs
− the implementation of a project has again raised IT costs but at the same time
benefits have increased in a much more significant way (mainly as a result of
so-called information and transformation effects), and business process costs
have not changed:
E1 = ↑↑ benefits – business process costs – ↑ IT costs
The cost-expense side of the account is transparent and relatively easy to
identify and quantify. It is much more complicated to identify and quantify benefits
derived from IT projects. If the estimation of predicted benefits and/or opportunity
costs is to be reliable, it should be based on effectiveness data provided by similar
implementations. Additionally, we should use the reference values of KPI (Key
Performance Indicators) characterizing business processes being supported and
their changes. This will allow to identify and quantify benefits and/or opportunity
costs with much greater precision and reliability, and, thus, to calculate ROI.
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3. SUPPORTING EFFECTIVENESS MANAGEMENT: ROI/TCO CALCULATORS

After presenting some methodological bases of IT effectiveness management,
we may pass to instruments that can help the analysis. According to the author of
the paper, only when appropriately supported with comprehensible and easily
available tools, will calculation and evaluation of effectiveness become a common
practice in IT investments. As the paper focuses on TCO and ROI analyses, we will
devote the following sections mainly to so-called ROI/TCO calculators. However,
the question of creating an appropriate supporting environment concerns the other
effectiveness management methods as well. The starting point for our description
of ROI/TCO calculators will be a generalized scheme of TCO/ROI analysis process, shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Generalized scheme of economic effectiveness analysis using the TCO and ROI
methods. Source: own presentation

The scheme presented above requires a brief comment.
Firstly, it is based on the Value IT approach discussed earlier, in which, as we
have seen, the cost-expense side of the account is transparent and relatively easy to
identify and quantify. It is so for ex ante analyses only if a TCO structure being
used matches a project’s characteristics, and we can obtain the necessary comparative data. This is why it is useful to gather such data. It should also be required of
IT solution providers that they develop project budgets in keeping with the structure of direct, indirect and deferred costs/expenses used in an analysis.
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Secondly, we have also seen that it is more complicated to identify and quantify benefits derived from IT investments, and estimates differ more considerably
here. Therefore, apart from collecting relevant historical and comparative data on
tangible benefits and/or opportunity costs of implemented projects, as we do for
costs/expenses, it is important to extend the analysis so that it includes examination
of KPI characterizing business processes being supported. By modeling predicted
KPI values on the basis of comparative data, we are able to estimate a possible
increase in productivity (cost reductions and changes in productivity indices) in an
indirect way with reliability, as we will see in Point 4.2. on the example of FSM
systems. If, additionally, over the implementation period, and then during the postimplementation audit, we have access to actual productivity data of the solution
being implemented, we may assume that the changes in KPI reflect the quality and
effectiveness of the system. It is then relatively easy to translate the rates of change
in KPI into financial terms, as each of the indicators relates to particular cost objects and/or income. In order to improve the results of KPI modeling, we may include an analysis of sensitivity and of OBP (optimist, basic and pessimist) scenarios, thus allowing for variability and risk factors inseparable from IT initiatives.
Thirdly, having the necessary data, we can automatize the analysis, at least
partly, by creating appropriate support tools. So-called ROI/TCO calculators are an
example of these. The idea of how they work is simple, and follows the scheme in
Figure 1. One of such calculators was described in the already mentioned thesis
written by T. Sinkiewicz [14].
4. CASE STUDY: ANALYZING ECONOMIC EFFECTIVENESS OF AN FSM
SYSTEM WITH A ROI/TCO CALCULATOR
4.1. FSM as a set of tools for optimizing the service chain

Before proceeding to the case study, for the completeness’ sake we should
present FSM systems and their environment, i.e., field services. One of the characteristics of modern economies is their highly developed service sector, more and
more delocalized, i.e., services being provided off the provider’s site in a mobile
fashion. This structure prevails in, for instance, telecommunication, network
maintenance outsourcing, insurance, public media, home services, and public
safety in a broad sense, including crisis management. With a growing number of
delocalized services and greater and greater pressure for quality put on their providers, the need arises for effective IT support for field service management in
order to deal with such problems as:
− improving effectiveness and productivity, reducing unnecessary costs via good
task scheduling,
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− improving quality of customer service by means of shortening response and/or
service completion time and through an attempt to complete the service on the
first visit in order to increase customer satisfaction and prevent customer loss,
− optimizing operating costs, including travel expenses, which, in addition, serves
environmental concerns (vehicle emission reduction, etc.),
− complying with operating norms, standards, regulations and procedures.
Field Service Management (FSM), or Field Force Automation (FFA), is a
complete set of methods and tools for optimizing processes and information exchange in companies carrying out their main tasks through specialist staff in the
field. In other words, FSM is optimizing the service chain, i.e., managing a company’s resources efficiently in time, in order to provide services of high quality at
the lowest costs.
The FSM system market is dynamic, diverse, and with no dominant products.
It is also characterized by that apart from buying ready-made applications from
external providers, such as Oracle/Siebel, SAP, ClickSoftware, Astea, Service
Power, Vertical, IFS, Ventyx, Clevest, or Microsoft Business Solutions, service
companies very often use solutions developed by their own IT department or custom-made ones (see [9], and [11]).
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Figure 2. Functional scheme of the Comarch FSM system. Source: [1]

Figure 2 shows the functional scheme of one of FSM systems, i.e., Field Service Management produced by the Comarch. Comarch FSM is a complete, multi-
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module solution designed to support planning, scheduling, distribution and field
work. It enables a more effective use of company resources with work orders assigned to technicians best qualified to complete a task, but at the same time allowing for technicians’ availability and geographical location. Advanced automation
techniques and built-in algorithms enable to optimize field work for costs as well
as productivity. With technicians having mobile remote access to relevant information about the task, dynamic management in real time is possible. Dispatchers
are provided with tools needed to locate and visualize technicians on a digital map.
As the system is based on SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), it can be integrated with other applications used in a company and/or web-based. For detailed
description of the Comarch FSM system, see the producer’s website (see [1]).
4.2. Selected aspects of economic effectiveness management
in applying FSM

As we have seen in Point 2 and, particularly, in Point 3, what is most difficult
and most likely to provide data of insufficient reliability in managing effectiveness,
is identifying and quantifying economic benefits. This is also true of when we try
to determine economic benefits indirectly by way of KPI modeling, since the core
of this method is the existence of repositories containing effectiveness data from
similar implementations along with generalized and statistically verified comparative values of those KPI that characterize business processes being supported.
In the case of FSM systems, the most comprehensive and reliable analyses in
the field of services management are available through the Association for Services
Management International (AFSMI). According to AFSMI, the following are the
most important KPI for calculating the effectiveness of Field Service Operations
management and, what follows, for comparing benefits derived from optimizing
mobile services through the implementation of different FSM systems [8]:
− number of technicians per dispatcher,
− average number of daily work orders per technician,
− annual cost per dispatcher/scheduler,
− annual cost per technician,
− rate of field work orders compliant with SLA (Service Level Agreement),
− first time/visit fix rate.
Table 1 shows the average KPI values from an AFSMI/TSIA survey (the
Technology Services Industry Association independent of AFSMI since 2009)
carried out in 2010 on a group of more than five hundred AFSMI members, all
supporting their business processes with various FSM systems. The results obtained in the survey may well serve as reference data for estimating predicted increase in productivity following the implementation of an FSM system. As such
systems differ functionally and technologically, while investigating the effective-
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ness of an individual producer’s solutions, we should supplement the average KPI
values with data relating to former implementations of their products.
Table 1. Average KPI values according to a AFSMI/TSIA survey.
KPI description
Number of technicians per dispatcher
Average number of daily work orders per technician
Rate of field work orders compliant with SLA
First time/visit fix rate
Annual cost per technician
Annual cost per dispatcher/scheduler
Source: [9]

KPI value
15.1
4.1
90%
85%
USD 128,000
USD 75,100

The same indicators used to analyze economic effectiveness of implementing
the FSM Comarch system in a hypothetical telecom. All changes in KPI values
following the implementation of the system were assumed to be due to its functionality. The analysis used data on the increase registered in the values of KPI in
five telecoms providing field services where the Comarch FSM system had been
deployed. The results of the analysis are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Increase in KPI values after deploying the Comarch FSM system.
Comarch FSM versions
basic
extend
full
Number of technicians per dispatcher
52%
68%
73%
Average number of daily work orders per technician
11%
21%
28%
Rate of field work orders compliant with SLA
15%
25%
29%
First time/visit fix rate
10%
15%
25%
Source: own presentation based on [14, p. 41]
KPI description

4.3. Analysis with a ROI/TCO calculator: assumptions and results

A full description of the hypothetical telecom being the object of an analysis
using a ROI/TCO calculator designed and implemented in the Excel spreadsheet
environment is to be found in [14, chap. 4.2]. For the effectiveness analysis’ sake,
we will concentrate on KPI values important from the perspective of deploying an
FSM system, i.e.:
− there are, on average, 1000 work orders a day, 10% being emergency orders,
− SLA applies to emergency work orders only, 74% of which are completed on
time, the average delay time is 45 minutes, and the average damages for an
hour’s delay are PLN 200,
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− 70% of work orders are completed on the first visit, so that there are 300 extra
work orders a day as a result of bad service,
− a technician completes an average of 4 work orders a day, the average order
completion time is an hour, it ensues that the number of work orders per technician per day can be increased providing schedule and travel time optimization,
− because technicians are assigned to work orders “manually”, a dispatcher manages an average of 8 technicians,
− the annual cost is PLN 72,000 per technician and PLN 84,000 per dispatcher.
Those KPI values served as the initial data to estimate predicted benefits from
implementing an FSM system. It was assumed that individual values would increase in the way that they had in the case of similar implementations (see data in
Table 2). As regards the components of the project’s total investment expenses and
costs and their distribution over time for three versions of the system, they were
estimated on the basis of prices and estimates available relating to similar projects.
Finally a ROI/TCO calculator was used to calculate the ROI value. Table 3 compiles costs and expenses, predicted benefits and ROI.
Table 3. Effectiveness of deploying the Comarch FSM system.
Description
Costs and expenses (TCO) in PLN
Predicted benefits on a year basis in PLN
Return on investment (ROI) over 3 years

Comarch FSM versions
basic
extend
full
1,857,700
5,667,269
610%

2,942,600
9,653,348
682%

5,498,200
10,794,339
393%

Source: own presentation based on data from [14]
5. CONCLUSION

The example of FSM systems has shown that the analytic approach presented
in the paper may be successfully adopted for the evaluation of economic effectiveness of IT projects, and so its wide use is recommendable. Effectiveness management will be still more efficient if supported with ROI/TCO calculators, those
available on IT solution producers’ and providers’ websites or branch portals, or
those being unique solutions implemented, for instance, in a spreadsheet environment, and which, over time, may be made widely available. This was the case of
the ROI/TCO calculator discussed in the paper, whose interactive version, available on Comarch FSM system webpage [1], allows a prospective buyer to estimate
savings they will make thanks to the implementation of the Comarch FSM system.
The author hopes that these points will help to popularize the knowledge on
the subject as well as encourage the use of tools for supporting effectiveness management, such as the ROI/TCO calculator that we have seen, in everyday practice.
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This seems to be of a particular interest at the time when the economic crisis has
caused so many companies to limit spending on informatization.
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SOME REMARKS ON SAS APPROACH TO THE CONCEPT OF
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE COMPETENCY CENTER
Zbigniew Gontar
Department of Computer Science, Management Faculty, University of Łódź
Abstract. When – in the beginning of the XXI century – it has occurred, that
the vast majority of business companies do not have neither the competence
nor the vision of Business Intelligence (BI) applications, Gartner Group – one
of the leading market research firms promoting new information technology
(IT) solutions – developed the concept of Business Intelligence Competency
Center (BICC). Does BICC allow the business strategy to compete on the
base of analytics? This paper is trying to answer this question, analysing SAS
approach to the Gartner’s concept.
Keywords: business analytics (BA), business analytics center of excellence
(BA CoE), business intelligence (BI), business intelligence competency center (BICC), business intelligence strategy (BI strategy)

1. INTRODUCTION

BI concept was originally introduced by Gartner Group as a collective term
for data analysis tools [1]. In the 1990-ies, it seemed that this innovation would be
the major IT technology supporting information strategy, and the source to achieve
a competitive advantage. The years from 1998 to 2001, however have been disappointing, and regarded by some as BI's lost years [5]. Most of enterprises did not
understand the importance of BI at a strategic level [6], [7]. This prompted Gartner
Group to search for ways to overcome this tendency, and – as a result – BICC concept emerged.
BICC – also referred to as Center of Excellence – is a working team of IT and
BI, both virtual (such as a “community of interest”) and structured (such as a BI
department) [2]. The BICC's role is to champion the BI technologies and define
standards, as well as the business-alignment, project prioritization, management
and skills issues associated with significant BI projects [22].
So as to understand strategic value of BICC, we introduce the models of developing competitive advantage through the implementation of IT technologies and
competing on the base of analytics, and confront them with the SAS approach to
the Gartner’s framework of BICC [3], [19], [21].

2. INFORMATION STRATEGY FRAMEWORK

According to [21], information strategy – understood as developing competitive advantage through the implementation of IT technologies – includes:
• construction of the operating model – the desired level of business process
(BPs) integration and BPs standardization for delivering goods and services to
customers,
• building an enterprise architecture – the organizing logic for BPs and IT infrastructure capabilities reflecting the integration and standardization requirements
of the firm’s operating model, and
• construction of IT engagement model – the system of governance mechanisms
that ensure business and IT projects achieve both local and company-wide objectives.
Let’s note, that we could add other elements, such as the organization of IT
(e.g. the Information Technology Infrastructure Library – ITIL model), the organization of the process of building a computer system (e.g. the Capability Maturity
Model – CMM model), the determination of the principles of management, control
and audit of information systems – in other words: IT Governance (e.g. the Control
Objectives for Information and related Technology – COBIT model), etc. The
problem of IT strategy is therefore very complex.

Figure 1. Creating and exploiting foundation of execution.
Source: [21]

Jeanne W. Ross, et al. wrote, that the foundation of execution in each firm
consists of the core business processes and IT infrastructure, and this foundation is
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created and exploited through application of the three disciplines listed above. According to the Figure 1, the starting point is the vision – how the firm will operate
(operating model). Then, business and IT leaders define architectural requirements
(enterprise architecture). And finally, as business leaders identify business initiatives, IT management model defines how these initiatives benefit, and contribute to
the foundation of execution.
Four types of operating models have been introduced by Jeanne W. Ross, et
al. on the base of Business Process Standardization and Business Process Integration, and these are [21]:
• coordination (low standardization, and high integration) – providing seamless
access to shared data
• diversification (low standardization, and low integration) – providing independence with shared services
• unification (high standardization, and high integration) – using standardized,
integrated processes
• replication (high standardization, and low integration) – providing standardized
independence
Enterprise architecture, understood in the sense of a logically structured set of
business processes, data interfaces and technologies that implement the requirements of the operating model for the integration and standardization, could be defined using only a one-page core diagram, which includes the basic business processes, shared data drive fundamental processes, most middleware technologies and
automation, key customers [21]. We can add, that there are more sophisticated
models, including The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF), Zachman
Framework, Spewak Methodology, DoD Architectural Framework (DoDAF), the
Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (FEAF) or the Treasury Enterprise
Architecture Framework (TEAF).
The Four Stages of Enterprise Architecture Maturity have been introduced,
and these are [21]:
• business silos – where investments in IT are focused at a departmental level, and
IT's role is limited to the automation of specific business processes.
• standardized technology – where investments in IT move from departmental to
company-wide level.
• optimization of its core business – where investments in IT are focused on the
computerization of basic data and business processes of the whole firm.
• the business modularity – where IT's role is to ensure efficient cooperation between the created reusable modules of business processes.
IT engagement model is defined by Jeanne W. Ross, et al. as ensuring consistency of enterprise architecture with the business strategy, i.e. a system of surveillance mechanisms that ensure that both levels of local units, as well as at general
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level, consistency between business objectives and IT, as well as the coordination
of decisions relating to these fields [21].
Generally, so as to have strategic value, BICC concept should follow the
framework of information strategy, and be integrated with core business processes,
enterprise architecture, and corporate governance of IT.
3. INFORMATION STRATEGY AND ANALYTICS

Analytics is defined as making decisions using data, statistical and quantitative
analysis, explanatory and predictive models and management based on the facts, all
implemented in the IT environment, and in this sense, it is an element of business
intelligence. Most large organizations have some analytic applications, however, they
have marginal importance for the success of the company and are usually managed at
the division level. These are invisible to senior management, customers and shareholders, and does not constitute a driving force behind the company's competitive
strategy.
According to Baker Stephen, Leak Bremen [2], market value of mathematical
tools is increasing, and becomes central to an organization. Analytics allows to turn
structured, semi-structured, and unstructured information into knowledge and
achieve goals quicker, thereby allowing competing on analytics.
Business authors Davenport Thomas H., and Harris Jeanne G. have defined the
following road map to become an analytical competitor is as follows (five stages of
analytical maturity) [3]:
• analytically impaired (prerequisites): determining some kind of maturity on analytics, including: organization: information strategy is defined, human resources:
fact-based decision making is more preferable, than intuition-based decision
making, and on the base of it acquiring and developing skills, managing analytical staff, and technology: availability and quality of data and analytical technologies
• localized analytics; before put “path forward”, i.e. defining the enterprise strategy completely based on analytics, demonstrate the benefits of analytics on pilot
small departmental analytics implementations (“path please prove it”). Let’s
note that it is easier to start-up companies, where business processes are established from the beginning (Google, Yahoo, Amazon.com, Capital One), than in
well-established companies (Harrah, Oakland Athletics, Boston Red Sox), where
business processes have to be transformed either gradually (using Business Process Management – BPM methods) or completely (using Business Process Reengineering – BPR methods). This stage has the assumption, that analytics has
management support.
• analytical aspirations: defining the analytical environment is under construction
in the sense of BICC, and the enterprise architecture providing the integration
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and standardization of data and processes, defined in the information strategy.
The role of BICC is to establish standards, metrics, and skills. This stage has the
assumption, that analytics has executive sponsorship.
• analytical company: establishing the system of mechanisms that ensure analytics
and BI projects achieve company objectives. Analytical environment is fully
constructed, centralised, and offers standards, and support in global projects.
• analytical competitor: decision making based on facts, through using BI tools
and analytical methods, and analytics is embedded in core business processes, affecting the company’s strategy.
On the base of Davenport Thomas H., and Harris Jeanne G. book [4], Jim Ferris
– SAS consultant – proposed how to centralize and support analytics in the enterprises that had evolved to analytical maturity, through the Analytical Center of Excellence (ACE) [8].
ACE had to deal with technology, consulting, education, and administration.
Let’s take a look at these elements briefly. Technology means technical, and product
support, product installation, and maintenance, product research, and evaluation, and
analytics laboratory for testing analytical technology. An interesting idea is the analytics lab. This is a clear reference to the path please prove it the Davenport Thomas
H., and Harris Jeanne G. road map. Consulting means support in using appropriate
methods in analytics, in application development, and data management. Education
means to give expertise in analytical problem-solving process, and in training. Finally, administration means to establish best practices in the analytical problemsolving processes.
On the base of Davenport Thomas H., and Harris Jeanne G. concept of Analytical Maturity Assessment model [3], Jim Ferris proposed his own concept of Analytical Maturity, covering three phases: outsourced, centralized in-house, and distributed
in-house [8]. Phase 1 (oustourced) means, that the analytical center is localised outside the enterprise (in consulting organisations, e.g. Accenture, Deloitte, SAS, etc.),
and offers analytical expertise as services. Let’s note, that ACE concerns the problems of enterprise architecture, and Ross Jeanne W., Weill Peter, and Robertson
David in [18] suggested, that building architecture is an internal matter of an enterprise. In [17], Ross J. W., and Westerman G. wrote, that most outsourcing arrangements deliver infrastructure services and data center operations, application development and maintenance, and business processes, offering cost savings, increased
strategic focus, access to new technologies and technical skills, and variable computing capacity and pricing, but also losing control or even foregone strategic capabilities. They put four main type of risks: relationship risk, transition risk, strategic risk,
and vendor/technical risk.
Phase 2 (centralized in-house) means, that the analytical center is centralised inside the enterprise, offering analytical expertise also as services, but internal services.
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Phase 3 (distributed in-house) means, that the analytical center is structured inside the enterprise, as a centralised headquarter, and departmental divisions.
Jim Ferris proposed another conceptual framework, helpful in determining the
most suitable ACE infrastructure, i.e. analytical decision process spider diagram,
encompassing the following steps: process data, analyze, make decision, act/execute,
monitor [8].
So as to assess analytical maturity, Jim Ferris proposed questionnaire with over
140 questions, covering the following categories: strategy, management support,
culture, technology, data management, analytical skills/competency, decisionmaking process, execution, reporting/monitoring [8]. The questions were to be helpful in assessing the corporation both against five stages of analytical maturity, and
analytical decision process spider diagram. On the base of results, assessment team
should have recommended the proper initial ACE infrastructure.
Combining the two concepts from [4], and [15], Jim Ferres proposed the following enterprise categorisation:
1. Low analytical maturity/low information evolution maturity: intuition-based decision making, stagnant or lagged products, losing market share/presence.
2. Low analytical maturity/high information evolution maturity: fact-based decision
making, data rich, information poor, strong technology infrastructure, underutilized analytics, significant potential, maintaining market position.
3. High analytical maturity/low information evolution maturity: department-centric
decision making., poor strategy, missing market opportunities
4. High analytical maturity/high information evolution maturity: combination of
Level 5 of information evolution maturity and Stage 5 of analytical maturity, with
strong platform and analytical infrastructure, strategic-centric decision making,
innovative market leaders, analytic competitors.
Therefore, not having the information based on analytics, it’s no possibility to
exploit full capabilities of BI tools, and BICC concept.
4. BICC CONCEPT

BICC has its origin in the Corporate Information Factory (CIF) concept, introduced by W. H. Inmon, et. al. in 1998 – a logical architecture whose purpose was to
deliver business intelligence and business management capabilities driven by data
provided from business operations [12], [13], [14]. In the extended CIF, one of the
environment management function was the center or excellence (CoE) – a team of
people, processes, and technologies that is established to promote collaboration and
the application of best practices [9]. CoE covers the following elements: methodology, templates, best practices, education and training, technology awareness, and
support services. According to Jonathan G. Geiger, there are three characteristics of
the CoE that have a significant impact on its value and operation, and these are: its
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authority, role, and organization placement and staffing [11]. The effectiveness of the
CoE depends strongly on the authority, provided through the governance structure,
including: promotion, funding, resource enlistment, and issue resolution support [10].
Authority itself could extend from purely advisory to responsibility for some tasks
with possibility to decide on resources. The possible roles of CoE include: a reference point for best practice information, to establish and enforce certain standards in
the sense of data naming and definition standards, technology standards, active participation in development and support activities in the sense of providing a library of
materials and services to support other areas [10]. In the area of organizational
placement and staffing, options are: virtual organization or a formal, visible part of
the organization with placement equal to its authority [10].
BICC concept was introduced by Gartner Research in a series of research reports from 2002 [4], and 2003 [24]. According to Strange Kevin H. and Hostmann
Bill, the BICC's role was to champion the BI technologies and define standards, as
well as the business-alignment, project prioritization, management and skills issues
associated with significant BI projects [22]. The main reason for establishing BICC
is the centralization of skills that could be used more effectively and efficiently to
increase the value of BI [20]. So as to strategically use BI, it’s necessary to understand the needs both of the IS organization and executives, and because they speak
different languages, such advisory board is necessary so as to [5]:
• help executives understand the critical role of BI in managing the business better.
• communicate to the IS organization the important role of BI applications as part
of a BI strategy, encouraging IS to work more closely with users.
• build communication across lines of business (LOBs) to prevent the creation of
new BI application silos.
• help users understand the benefits of a robust BI architecture as the foundation
for successful delivery of a BI strategy.
• help the IS organization realize that users will need multiple BI technologies to
meet their varied analytical needs, while getting users to support the IS organization's need to provide a platform that will support changing user needs.
• manage the alignment of BI activism as business needs change and new technologies emerge.
• help in gaining the appropriate executive-level commitment to resolving alignment issues.
According to [5], the BICC has the five following tasks:
1. Guiding the users in self-service to meet their BI needs.
2. Performing ad hoc or complex analysis, in conjunction with the business units.
3. Overseeing the analytic approach used across the enterprise to ensure it is consistent.
4. Coordinating use and reuse of business metadata in the enterprise, and helping to
define and integrate definitions of the relevant business terms.
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5. Setting standards for BI tools that will be used and supported throughout the
enterprise.
On the base of the best practices established by enterprises that have successfully implemented BI, Gartner developed BI methodology and Life Cycle Model,
which described the implementation of BI solutions, and specified the role of BICC
in that process [4]. Following this idea, BI methodology could be described in the
sense of nine steps grouped in two cycles: construction, and consumption. The roles
assigned to each step were grouped into primary, secondary, and tertiary. The Construction phase encompassed five steps: definition (1), data identification and preparation (2), tool evaluation and selection (3), development, implementation, and training (4), discovering and exploration (5). The Consumption phase encompassed four
steps: access, monitor, analyzing facts (6), developing decision alternatives (7), sharing and collaboration (8), effect change (9). According to that model, BICC played
the primary role in the definition (1), tool evaluation and selection (3), and discovering and exploration (5) steps, the secondary role in data definition and preparation
(2), and effect change (9) steps, and the tertiary role in the others, except developing,
implementation, and training step.
In 2006, Hostmann Bill, et. al. introduced the BI/Analytics Performance Management Framework, which appointed essential competencies and skills with a BICC
[11]. Originally, there were the following layers: business strategy, performance
management, people, process, analytic applications, BI platforms, information management Infrastructure. Figure 2 presents the current version of that framework.

Figure 2. Gartner's Business Intelligence/Analytics/ Performance Management Framework
Source: [10]
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The essential skills for BICC, derived from that framework are grouped into
three categories: business skills, IT skills, and analytic skills [10]. Business skills for
a BICC include: credibility and clout, engaged in the management of business processes, ability to define business decisions in the scope of overall business objectives,
defines performance metrics in context of performance framework, appreciation of
cross-LOB/functional issues, communicating and persuading at executive level, prioritize projects/requirements with a link to business impact, understanding what possible improvements can be supported by better data and analysis, developing a selling business case, and ongoing stewardship/evangelism to drive standardization,
adoption and acceptance. Analytical skills for a BICC cover: fluent in business processes, can articulate how data and analysis relates to key performance indicators and
managing business, navigate, extract, explore, qualify and analyze data related to
business operations and processes, build multidimensional analysis models, experience using a palette of analytical techniques, (from simple data aggregation via statistical analysis to complex data mining), validation (during modelling and deployment): Validate the analysis against historical or other data and models, having the
capacity to distil the relevant parts and produce sound business recommendations.
Finally, IT skills for a BICC concern: business savvy, program management, understanding of architectural patterns and standards, modelling for analytical applications,
requirements gathering, report writing (and cube building), BI application development, administration including security, data integration, including data quality, master data and MDM, data management and warehousing
Possessing all that skills, BICC team should: establish standards and methods,
build technology blueprint, define leadership and governance, develop user and analytical skills, manage programs, define BI vision and strategy, and obtain control
funding [10].
There are many ways to establish BICC, as departmental (physical department
within IT), decentralized (several BICCs established by line of business, function, or
geography), virtual (staffed with existing resources across organization), or hybrid
[10]. There are also several possibilities to fund the BICC: centralized (from corporate or IT budget), on the base of allocation, as pay as you go (based on groups’ use
of BICC services), subscription (based on projects or users), or hybrid [10].
On the base on that framework, mayor players in the BI market established their
own BICC concepts (e.g. SAS BICC concept, IBM BICC concept, etc.).
5. SAS APPROACH TO THE BICC CONCEPT

SAS approach to the BICC concept is based on the SAS-developed Information
Evolution Model (IEM), which describes the way in which organizations use information to advance the business, and offers a structured methodology to evaluate current business analytics capabilities, available resources, internal processes and culture
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of the organization [16]. IEM encompasses four critical dimensions: human capital,
knowledge processes, culture, infrastructure, and five levels of the information maturity, and readiness for using BICC: operate, consolidate, integrate, optimize, and
innovate (see: Table 1).
IEM is a sort of SAS benchmark, that can be compared to the findings of
evaluation of enterprise’s environment, allowing to develop the best BICC structure
and road map fitting to the current level of enterprise’s maturity (in other words:
make recommendations in the area of technical infrastructure, skills, processes and
culture).
Table 1. The Information Evolution Model
Level
OPERATE

Human Capital

Knowledge
Processes

Culture

Infrastructure

Individual

Personal

Me

Manual systems of nonnetworked PCs

Our group
versus the
rest of the
organization

Functional
systems

CONSOLIDATE

Functional group

Department

INTEGRATE

Enterprise group

Enterprise

OPTIMIZE

Enterprise group

INNOVATIVE

Extended
enterprise
Dynamic netSituations
work
matrix
Source: [16]

Enterprise
systems
Our partExtended enners and us terprise systems
Adaptive
Adaptive sysgroupings
tems
All of us

Let’s discuss briefly the key elements of IEM. Human capital includes: skills,
training, alignment of individual and enterprise goals, individual performance
evaluation. All these refer to the readiness for decision making based on facts, and
for competing based on analytics. Knowledge process includes: role of information
in decision making, role of information in corporate knowledge sharing, improving
information accuracy and quality. It seems that here it is necessary to analyze core
business processes, and use the information in the process enactment. Culture includes: level of cooperation, responsiveness to change, individual empowerment,
continuous business improvement, management style, relationship with customers,
corporate performance evaluation, risk tolerance. Gloria J. Miller, et al. emphasize,
that it is necessary to establish so called “fact-based decision culture”, i.e. culture, in
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which the following elements exist: results- and outcome-focused behaviour, monitoring and swiftly responding to environmental changes, aggressive, innovative risk
seeking, rewarding and recognizing the use of information for decision making, creating an integrated, coordinated, collaborative, and interdependent work environment. Infrastructure includes: hardware and software, capture of business and technical metadata, integration of data sources, maturity of intelligence architecture.
At the first level of maturity (operate), individuals have authority over information usage, information infrastructure (technology and governance processes) is nonexistent, limited, highly variable, or subjective, individual methods of finding and
analyzing information are used, little is documented, and process repeatability is
limited to individual knowledge, there is little or no transparency, individual results
are adopted as “corporate truth” without due diligence [16].
At the second level of maturity (consolidate), decisions are based on departmental orientation, independent department islands of information are created, data are
consolidated and accessed at the departmental level, departmental business measures
are inconsistent across the enterprise, multiple interfaces and data extracts from operational databases reflect different versions of the truth [16].
At the third level of maturity (integrate), cross-enterprise information access is
in place, decision making is in an enterprise-wide context, an enterprise information
governance process is in place, enterprise data frameworks are in place, information
management concepts are applied and accepted, institutional awareness of data quality is valued, data quality feedback is established [16].
At the forth level of maturity (optimize), an incremental improvement mind-set
is established, there is a closed-loop feedback from analysis, information context is
based on work flow, experience is shared through collaboration, communities of
interest are valued over departments [16].
At the fifth level of maturity (innovative), new ideas are developed quickly
from concept to fruition, access to cross-industry information is available, failures are
accepted as learning experiences, ideas are welcomed from anyone in the organization, information is used to forecast and manage new venture risk [16].
According to the SAS model, functional areas inside the BICC are as follows:
business intelligence program, data stewardship, support, BI delivery, data acquisition, advanced analytics, training, and vendor contracts management.
Business intelligence program means at least BI strategy, and assistance in BI
project management, namely:
• creating corporate view, and defining global standards, including defining
general metrics
• distributing and sharing knowledge, through BI infrastructure, methodologies and standards
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•

collecting feedback and reacting to it in the sense of improving business processes (let’s note, that it is connected with Business Process Management
rather than Business Intelligence)
• performing BICC internal processes, in the sense of key performance indicators (KPIs), staff development, recruitment, and training, billing, and promoting processes
Data stewardship means alignment technical and business metadata, and assuring data standards, data quality, and data governance, and concerns: data definitions
and standards, verification program, reconciliation processes, metadata and business
rules, data quality improvements, impact analysis and data tracking, communication
to and participation of all parties [16].
Support means service-desk for BI problems. Let’s note, that the Information
Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) – one of the most well-known IT governance standards in the world – recommend providing a single point of contact between
the customers of IT services, and providing them to the IT department or external
company (i.e. one service-desk). BICC would then played the role of the second
service-desk in the enterprise, referring only to the BI problems, namely: support
operations, technical support in the sense of contacts with IT department, and vendors, and business-support for business departments.
BI delivery means transforming data from data warehouses, data marts, or other
sources into BI, covering the entire life cycle of applications, including: design, development, testing, and maintenance [16].
Data acquisition means data warehousing, bearing in mind that BI systems are
set up around a data warehouse concept, namely Extract, Transform, Load (ETL)
processes [16].
Advanced analytics means analysis, modelling, simulation, optimisation, predictive analysis, etc., on the base of knowledge of both tasks, and algorithms [16].
Gloria J. Miller, et al. proposed some kind of road map, including the following
steps:
1. Determine what are the goals and objectives of enterprise’s BI strategy?
2. Determine, on the base of identified strategy, which deliverables, services, and
support to the business and to IT should be provided?
3. As a consequence of the previous step, which of the suggested functional areas
should be covered and how?
4. Who is going to deliver the services: BICC, IT department, Business units, or
External provider (e.g., software vendor)
5. What individuals in the organization will be asking for the services (e.g., executives, business users, IT), and what is their user profile?
6. What will be the nature, complexity, frequency, importance, and timing of the
services?
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7. Based on the answers to the previous questions, what are the goals and objectives for the BICC? How, as a consequence, should the BICC be staffed?
8. What are the processes and internal service-level agreements for making, working on, and responding to service requests?
9. What organizational changes will occur as a result of the answers to the previous
questions, and how should they be addressed?
Staffing the BICC could be the problem, since Gloria J. Miller, et al. proposed a
great number of job roles, namely: BICC manager, business analyst, chief data steward, technical consultant, project manager, BI specialist, warehouse architect, administrative assistant, knowledge officer BICC, internal communicator, application designer/developer, warehouse consultant, licence administrator, statistician/data miner,
training consultant.
Culture means central or virtual organizational setup, and funding on the base
of proposed schemas:
• costs can be treated as overheads, and then all departments can use the BI
services.
• internal billing system, in which the users are charged for help given on each
project and analysis.
• a subscription-based billing model, which assigns costs across each user
group, depending on the anticipated usage of the BICC.
Establishing right performance metrics include: intangible benefits, tangible
benefits, tangible operational efficiency, business benefits.
Knowledge management means:
• Employee Skills Database (ESDB), which captures the skills of SAS employees worldwide so that the appropriate expert for any topic can quickly
be identified and contacted.
• Common Document Index (CDI), having a collection of project related
documents from and for all SAS offices.
• ToolPool: a collection of tools (e.g., whole applications, utilities, and code
snippets) and technical tips for application development.
• Yellow Pages, that provide a “who’s who” of SAS employees across the
globe.
• Work Groups, that bring together a number of individuals in a selected
community from around the region to share knowledge, experiences, case
studies, and lessons learned around selected topics.
At the moment, SAS defines BICC as the Business Analytics Center of Excellence (BA CoE). According to [17], SAS approach to BA CoE is a cross-functional
team with a permanent formal organizational structure, defining tasks, roles, responsibilities, and processes for supporting and promoting the effective use of BI across
an organization, engaging human capital, knowledge processes, culture, and infra-
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structure. A BA CoE could be created with assistance of SAS Business Analytics
Center of Excellence Service, but should be staffed by the organization itself.
The main role of BA CoE is to promote the effective use of business analytics
to support business priorities and strategies across organization [22].
BA CoE should provide true BI with a proper breadth (integration of data, functions, and technologies), depth (providing relevant access to the results of analysis),
completeness (providing not only access to data, and analytics, but allowing analytic
solutions to be embedded in the completed business process support), advanced analytics (including OLAP, and predictive analysis, simulations, and risk analysis), data
quality, and intelligence storage (assuring the right data storage for intelligent application) [17, 21].
Following Gartner’s BI/Analytics Performance Management Framework,
which appointed essential competencies and skills with a BICC, SAS defined its own
framework, which includes the following layers: sponsorship and governance, infrastructure management, business analytics program, data governance, internal processes, technologies, data management (divided into operational sources, data quality
and business rules, EDW schema), and information delivery (divided into user training and support, BI and BA marts, how BI and BA are used).
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

BICC concept is an attempt to make BI more strategic, more visible to senior
management, customers, and shareholders, and as a result to incorporate BI to the
information strategy. BICC increases consolidation of information, skills, and
knowledge concerning BI. It seems to be the best solution for the firms, whose strategy is to compete on analytics. BICC ensure desirable characteristics of applied BI
solutions, introducing proven practices, and standards. As a strategy team, BICC
guarantees, that established solutions concern the core business processes, and possess the desired level of integration and standardization, BI technology capabilities
reflect the integration and standardization requirements, and ensure BI projects
achieve local and company-wide objectives.
Gartner’s BICC initiative has solid background in the Corporate Information
Factory model and the concept of Center or Excellence. It has reached the sufficient
level of maturity to be proposed as the consultancy solution by BI vendors, sometimes having other names – BI Center of Excellance, BI Center of Knowledge, BI
Center of Practice, etc.
SAS Institute offers at the moment BICC as the Business Analytics Center of
Excellence Service framework, which helps in assessing organization’s business
analytics capabilities and readiness, identifying the optimal BA CoE structure and
developing a road map to maximize business value of BI solutions. At the moment,
this concept is close related with the BI Maturity Model.
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According to [23], the keys to successful implementing BICC are: strategy, architecture, and prioritization. This requires tight integration with business processes
as well as with the concepts of enterprise architecture. There is still need for standardization of both BI, and BICC concept.
It seems, that Gartner Group found a new way for make BI market position
stronger, and this is BI integration with Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), and
Business Process Management (BPM). This integration is necessary also because of
existence of BPM Center of Excellence (BPM CoE) concept, and possible rivalry
between BI CoE, and BPM CoE. So far, BPM CoE is developing the three following
capabilities: diffusion of BPM concepts and benefits, creation of convergence among
BPM initiatives, and strategic alignment and BPM culture [19]. In the future, these
capabilities enlarge for sure to cover: BPM maturity assessment, (2) strategic alignment, (3) process modeling, (4) library management, (5) process improvement, (6)
designing process-aware information systems (PAIS), (7) process automation, (8)
process change management, (9) management of BPM projects, (10) process governance, (11) process compliance, (12) process performance measurement, (13) process
forensics, (14) process management education/training, and (15) process portfolio
management [19].
Does the BICC won the battle for BI market? It seems that it stopped the tendency to marginalize BI solutions, but the victory will be achieved, when it becomes
the source of strategy of analytics concept.
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THE STATE OF ORGANIZATION INTERACTING WITH THE
SURROUNDINGS. ERBV MODEL
Tadeusz Gospodarek
Walbrzych School of Management and Entrepreneurship
Abstract. The concept of the state is the base sentence in thermodynamics
and mechanics. In economics and social science, and particularly in
management science, it is a very difficult multidisciplinary issue. In fact, it is
not even entirely clear whether such a term can be introduced at all.
Management looks for good estimates of axiological evaluations, which
favors a search for quantitative descriptions of instantaneous states of
managed organizations. Inspiration may be drawn from statistical physics and
thermodynamics. The study shows that a particularly promising approach
may be a combination of the utility theory and resource- based view (RBV).
A description of the micro-macro balance between an organization
interacting with the surrounding, where parametric variables are inside and
outside the utility, defines a resource constant characterizing the system and
being useful for the manager. The state can be defined as a function of capital
exchanged with the surrounding, determined value of the resources, and
internal and external utility. The optimization of management can be based
on determining the linear operator (transform) of the current utility to the
optimum one in the same vector space.
Keywords: RBV, ERBV, Utility, State, Organization, Resource Constant,
Resource Based Theory

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the physicalistic approach to management [1] remains an
important issue from the perspective of computer-aid and semantic-models
construction for decision-making under uncertainty [2, 3], estimations of the effects
of decisions taken [4], evaluations and analysis of the capacity to generate value
[4, 5], measuring the level of market share [6], etc. The principles of information
systems design require explicit univocal numerical representations of the problem
and the introduction of formal models of non-mathematical issues, which are
typical of social sciences [7, 8]. The main sources of inspiration are natural
sciences, particularly physics and chemistry, which formally describe and
theoretically explain interactions of matter with the surrounding [1, 2]. A number

of successful analogies between economics and thermodynamics are offered by
econophysics [9−11]. Analogies connected with definitions of the state are
particularly interesting here [9, 11] as well as the use of thermodynamic principles
in the analysis of macroeconomic behavior, where – instead of the temperature –
the market index or GDP per capita are used, pressure is replaced by economic
pressure, and spatial volume is understood as the market volume of the agent’s free
behavior [9]. Thus, as a logical metaphor for the state concept of the managed
system, the Clapeyron equation and the definition of the state derived from
statistical mechanics can be applied [12].
One of the basic management questions which are difficult to resolve is the
evaluation of the economic state of the managed organization. A fundamental
question must be pointed out here: if a decision-maker acting under uncertainty
requires the aid of a computer system, then he must accept the reductionist
Cartesian approach to the problem, limitation of the set of analysed variables,
reification in reasoning and accept a formal methodology, e.g. from physics. This
may not guarantee an exact solution to the problem, but it offers a pragmatically
acceptable estimation of the range of possible solutions. From the point of view of
management practice, such estimations provide satisfactory information because
quantitative precision is less important than qualitative evaluations [13−15].
The best formal model describing the state of an organization interacting
economically with the surrounding, inspired by physical descriptions of the state, is
the resource-based approach known as RBV [16−19], where the organization is
represented as a set of VRIN-class resources 1 offering a given usability. This set
may have its defined topology, internal relations, and defined forms of interactions.
It may be described qualitatively and quantitatively for its utility to be defined and
estimated, similarly to the Debreu theory [20−22]. In this way the vector measure
taken directly from a physical description of material objects is rational and often
applied in economics, e.g. in the multicriteria analysis [4].
The aim of this paper is to extend the RBV model, allowing to analyse all
classes of business problems, including those which failed. Additionally, by
blending the theories of utility and resource, it identifies some synthetic indicators
of axiological evaluations of the economic state of the organization and
management activity, based on an incomplete set of data.
2. THE MODEL

The subject of management is a given organization regarded as a set of
material and non-material resources, optimized according to the rules of the VRIO
1

VRIN (Valuable, Rare, In-imitable, Non-substitutable). Key resources of the organization,
necessary for value creation. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource-based_view
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framework [6−17]. A formal representation is formed as an ordered structure of
resources [2, 23], understood as a given composite entity (structure) S = [U,O,R]
determined on economic objects U, called an organisation, consisting of:
1 non-empty set U of material and non-material objects, called Resource
2 indexed set O of operations allowed on set U
3 non-empty, indexed set R of possible relations on set U.
Resources generate value, which in the general sense constitutes the aim of a
business organization [14]. They are thus valuable ad definitione, as seen in the
model. It is strictly related to the concept of utility [20]. The more added value a
given resource generates, the more usability it displays. But utility understood in
this way relates only to the estimations from the position of an internal observer. It
is therefore necessary here to introduce the notion of internal usability. The
particularly important characteristics of internal utility include the in-imitable and
non-substitutable properties of the resource as well as the organizational ability to
use the offered utilities.
Another aspect of usability is the quantity of created value exchanged with the
surrounding [1, 2]. It is one of the evaluation criteria assessed from the external
observer’s point of view. He carries out market evaluation of the firm (resource)
when buying either its shares or the whole company as an organized whole.
Therefore, the evaluation of external usability is not related directly to the price of
products or services generated by the company, but clearly depends on the
generated value and exchanged capital measured by VA2 and EBITDA3
respectively. However, the in-imitability and non-substitutability of the offered
products or services are also important for potential investors. The market pressure
will also grow when the rarity option of the analyzed resource is proved. In the
case of non-profit organizations, the net loss related to costs of the services offered
for the surroundings should be assumed as a parameter equivalent to the created
value. EBITDA will be used further on in this paper.
Three parameters of the model have been defined: exchanged capital, internal
utility and external utility. The net present value of the resources depends on these
parameters. In order to describe the state, one needs a suitable state equation as
well. To this effect, it is necessary to focus on some qualitative relations among the
parameters of the presented model.
1. Internal utility uint and external utility uext should be dimensionless and
normalized to 1. It results from the fact that the probability of value creation

2

VA – Value added http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_added
EBITDA – Earn Before Interest Taxes Depreciacion and Amortization (Net Profit) see:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earnings_before_interest,_taxes,_depreciation_and_amortizati
on
3
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2.

3.

4.
5.

and having a measurable worth by any resource of the managed organization
is not less than zero and does not exceed 1.
The ability of the resource to value creation c is determined by EBITDA
measured in capital units. The exact value of EBITDA is possible to calculate
only ex-post by means of well-matured bookkeeping methods. An ex-ante
prediction of EBITDA is only possible to estimate by means of simulation
methods.
The market value of resource w is estimated by stock pricing but may be also
determined as NPV4 at a given moment, assuming that net present value is
related to the entire resource offered for sale (respectively, ENPV5 is an
appropriate indicator for non-profit organizations). Ex-ante estimations are
non-deterministic, yet it is possible to calculate NPV with satisfactory accuracy
for managerial decisions.
A non-complex relation should exist between EBITDA and NPV regarding the
organization as a set of VRIN-class resources interacting with the surrounding.
The equation of the ERBV state will therefore be as follows:
w*uext = kRBV*uint*c

(1)

w = kRBV*(uint/uext)*c

(2)

where:
kRBV – characteristic constant for a given set of resources for uint = uext.
uint – internal usability related to productivity of the resource.
uext – external usability related to estimated market value of the organization.
c – result of productivity expressed as EBITDA.
w – estimated value of the resource expressed by NPV.
Some properties of the state equation:
1. If uint increases, then uext decreases. The value of the resource does not
necessarily increase in time if its productivity increases. But any increase of
internal usability automatically increases value creation. The arising excess of
value created does not necessarily have to be exchanged, and therefore the
expected ability for value creation c need not increase either (along with the
expected decrease connected with production costs of unsold excess value).
2. The uint/uext ratio should be interpreted as the micro-macro balance coefficient.
When it is equal to 1, then the resource interacts with the surrounding
optimally, and EBITDA reaches the Pareto value [2, 24]. The organization
remains in the economic equilibrium state of the Pareto type, derived from the
Nash equilibrium [2].
4

NPV = Net Present Value; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_present_value
ENPV = Economic Net Present Value (extended calculations of NPV over benefits arising
in the surrounding)
5
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3. The uint/uext ratio depends on time to an insignificant degree, and it qualitatively
characterizes the resources interacting with the surrounding. The weak
dependence results from the tendency to maintain the micro-macro state of
equilibrium while managing long-term interactions.
4. If uint > uext, then (uint/uext) > 1. This means the existence of an excess of
creation of added value over market requirements. Consequently, the structure
of VRIN resource is not optimum. The set of resources will tend to decrease
the productivity or to increase capital allocations in the surrounding.
5. If uint < uext, then (uint/uext) < 1. It means that there is a demand gap on the
market, which is an occasion for allocating some extra capital in the
surrounding. The resource may increase the value creation process, or reduce
demand.
6. If uint ≠ uext, then (uint/uext) ≠ 1. The set of resources offers opportunities for
optimization activities.
7. Constant k in equations (1) and (2) is a proportional coefficient, characteristic
of any set of resources in the defined business context (kRBV resource constant
is determined experimentally). For the same category of organizations, but
different business contexts, the value of constant k should be different.
8. The external and internal usability are expresses as lengths of vectors defined
on the usability vector space, and may be determined ab-initio by means of a
procedure which is similar to the multicriteria analysis.
For a detailed analysis of the physical sense of resource constant kRBV, equation (2)
should be rewritten to form the following:
kRBV = (w/c)*(uext/uint)

(3)
opt

In the Pareto state, uext = uint, therefore k RBV = w/c, which may be
interpreted as (NPVopt/EBITDAopt). Therefore, constant kRBV is a characteristic
value whose reciprocal may be understood as the effectivity coefficient of the
resources in the optimum state. In business practice, these optimum values of
utility are not known. We may only guess they exist. When taking decisions, the
manager establishes a certain acceptable state of the resources which usually
deviates from the optimum one. It suggests carrying out simulations of the
optimized states, using calculus of variations [25] or the Monte Carlo method [26].
A theoretical estimation of the optimum value of the kRBV constant allows the
manager to take decisions which lead to maintaining a micro-macro balance in the
long run. This is one of the main objectives for any organization functioning on the
market – to maintain its competitive advantage for a longer period of time. In this
way, the simple indicator kRBV defined above, expressed in a numeric form, is
suitable for comparison along time and in different business contexts. It seems to
be the most welcome parametric solution for managers.
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3. THE UTILITY IN THE ERBV MODEL

In his fundamental work, Debreu defines the vector space of utility and proves
the existence of general equilibrium [21]. However, the concept of utility in the
case of ERBV should be considered in a wider context. The usefulness of the
resource is defined in the vector space of utility characteristics VK of dimension K.
It means that in determining utility, some parameters, arbitrarily chosen by the
manager, form the base of vector space, e.g. costs of resource maintenance, slack
time of the resources, efficiency of the capital, non-imitable and non-substitutable
properties, etc. These characteristics are chosen at a given moment and for a
concrete business context. Therefore, the calculated utility is always ceteris paribus
related to managers’ subjectivity, yet there is no reason to doubt the rationality of
such a practice. But regardless of the method of choosing the parameters, the
formal calculations are subjected to same formalism, e.g. the game versus the
surroundings [2, 27]. It should be assumed that the manager acts towards an
optimization of the result, excluding his possible behavioral decisions (i.e. those of
limited rationality). Since different characteristics of the utility are expressed by
means of various measures and scales, it is necessary to normalize the defined
vector space of utility to the unity, restricting it to the range of real numbers [0, 1].
The normalization of each characteristic is based on determining the maximum
value, and calculating the ratio of the present to the maximum value. According to
that, the 100% utility means the length of the vector equal to √k, where k is the
dimension of the vector space of utility. Each utility is defined as a linear
combination of its base vectors [25]. Since the dimension of space is finite and
should be limited to the level of the six most important characteristics of the
resource of the VRIN class, it may be concluded that there is always a linear
transformation of any utility to the optimum [28]. That is the essence of the ERBV
model for management: there is a necessity to find the optimizing transforms,
knowing that they exist. This may be done e.g. by means of the successive
approximations method [25, 28].
The presented formalism based on linear algebra methods is well known to
physicists and economists, but the choice of suitable utility characteristics of the
resource still remains an open question. There is no strict definition of the VRIN
class which would simplify reasoning [19]. Neither is there a univocal definition of
the objective function of an organization to be accepted by all researchers. There is
no doubt that a business organization should create value resulting in direct internal
profit, whereas a non-profit organization should offer social services which have an
economic impact on the surrounding, at the same time minimizing its own costs. It
may also be agreed that one of the most important goals of the economic set is
creating a long-term equilibrium with the surrounding while minimizing own costs.
However, not all managers will agree that the social comfort and well-being of the
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staff should be taken into account regarding the utility of the resource. As a result,
the formalization of processes charged with axiological subjectivity is a weak tool
in comparing different experimental data.
Another aspect to be taken into consideration when analyzing resource utility
is the existence of the so-called hidden utility [2]. It is mainly related to knowledge
and information resources [29−30] and some interpersonal relations (formal and
informal). One of the most important elements of a manager’s work is discovering
new areas of utility and revealing some tacit knowledge unavailable at a given
moment but positively influencing business processes, as well as finding such
relationships and possible interactions inside the structure of resources as to induce
positive synergic effects of the VRIN resource utilizations. It means that some
aspects of the utility description must be omitted in this formal approach. We must
also be aware of the fact that this ceteris paribus of the model may strongly
influence resource constant kRBV defined in equation (3). It may be observed after
implementing an invention or acquiring information with high qualitative merit.
Thus the presented physicalistic approach must be subjected to strict tests by
practicing managers as well as falsification processes in the Popperian sense [31].
No suitable criteria assessing the importance of elements of value creation by the
organization, or their relation with usability, have yet been formulated.
However, the crucial issue here is the distinction into internal and external
usability, and finding relationships between those two. Internal utility is regarded
from the internal observer’s standpoint. For him, the information about
relationships within the structure S(U,O,R) is known, as well as the resource
structure and business processes. The internal observer determines vector space
VKINT [0, 1] (dimension K over the body of real numbers from the [0, 1] range) of
the resource utility, assuming a set of usability characteristics as a base.
The external observer has no complete information about structure S.
However, he has sufficient data about micro-macro interactions, based on a capital
exchanged on the market, the organization’s market position, market demand for
products, possible substituents, etc. He can also have an opinion about the inimitability and rarity of the resources. Relying on these data, he can form vector
space VMEXT[0, 1] with dimension m < k. It is assumed that VEXT ⊄ VINT; so it may
be concluded that both spaces are separate. The utility vector in both spaces may be
presented as follows:
uEXT = ∑jαjzj i uINT = ∑iβiwi

(4)

where: αj are coefficients (weights) of the external utility component zj (j = 1, … , m);
βj are coefficients of the internal utility components wi (i = 1, …, k) and ∀i, j wi ≠ wj
and ∀i,j zi ≠ zj. These coefficients are chosen arbitrarily by the appropriate observer,
suitably for the structure of resources and the context of their interactions.
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Example.
An external observer defines the following qualitative characteristics of the
resource utility:
1. Slack time in relation to sold time.
2. Cost of complaints in relation to total income.
3. Effectivity of capital.
4. Non-substitution and in-imitation properties of the resource.
5. Product diversification.
6. Value added in relation to bookkeeping value.
The measure, scale and importance weight for each element of usability must
then be established, e.g. for slack time in relation to sold time. The time1/time2
ratio is dimensionless. The scale range – if the ratio equals 0 – means 100% impact
on usability, if it is greater than 5% - it means 0 contribution to usability (but the
manager can assume 10% or more as a zero point, expanding the scale range).
Importance weight β1 for the linear combination is assumed as 0.2 (also a
subjective assumption). Therefore, assuming that slack time is equal to 3%, the
suitable contribution to total usability may be calculated as: 0,2*(1 − 3/5) = 0.08
Proceeding in this way, one obtains all the elements needed to calculate the
value of uINT and uEXT from equation (4). The length of the utility vector will be
calculated from the formula:
||uEXT|| = √ ∑j (αjzj)2

i

||uINT|| = √ ∑i (βiui)2

(5)

On account of the subjectivity of choice of importance weights by the
manager, there is always a possibility of optimizing resource utility. It also
concerns the choice of variables representing utility characteristics. Some of them
may be replaced ad hoc when the business context suggests such a necessity.
A similar procedure may be applied in calculating external utility uEXT. In this
case, the manager will use other characteristics of utility as variables, e.g.
1. NPV in the case of buying the resource.
2. Volume of sales of products and services offered by the analyzed resource.
3. Cost of including the analyzed resource in the existing supply chain.
4. Rarity of the resource.
5. Market positioning of the offered products.
As in the case of internal utility estimations, the same formalism will be used
for external utility. The resulting value of ||uEXT|| will be the basis for calculating
relationship uint/uext from formula (2). Another interesting question to resolve and
interpret is expressing the internal utility vector in the base of external utility
characteristic and vice versa. Such transformations will specify the scope of
optimizing the management direction and thereby increase the range of
applicability of the ERBV approach.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The extension of the classic RBV model describing the behavior of the
organization in business processes onto some aspects of utility offers its better
functionality in practice. It alleviates the allegation that the RBV theory only
explains business successes, whereas failures are not described [19]. The ERBV
model allows for a full interpretation of the interaction of organizations with their
surroundings and to determine the optimum resource of the VRIN class.
Coefficient kRBV, called resource constant, derived from the formulated concept,
offers a manager easily obtainable information about the degree of optimality of
micro-macro economic interactions in a given business context. At the same time,
it is possible to formulate the state of the managed system in the form inspired by
the Clapeyron equation, where the state parameters are the internal and external
usefulness and economic variables NPV of EBITDA, representing a generated
value and capital. Some external constraints and internal relationships are
indirectly taken into account through the utility definitions. The level of accuracy
may be limited by the choice of variables and their quantity. The presented
approach allows ERBV to simultaneously take into account the subjective
assessment of usefulness, as well as the influence of the manager’s behavioral acts
on the state of the organization. Simulation methods, calculus of variations and the
perturbation theory can be used to optimize utility. The existence of a linear
transformation to the optimal state suggests that management can focus on
searching for a linear operator of such a transformation in the vector space of utility
characteristics. An interesting aspect for further research is expressing the internal
utility vector in the base of the external utility characteristic, which may lead to
inferences concerning micro-macro imbalances. It may be concluded from the
performed ERBV analysis that an ideal economic system interacting with the
surrounding is one in which the length of the vector of internal and external
utilities are equal. Then there exists a state of micro-macro equilibrium, which
determines resource constant kRBV. This methodology of the ERBV model is easy
to apply in management practice.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOR INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES
Jerzy Mieszaniec
AGH University of Science and Technology, Faculty of Mining and Geoengineering
Abstract. To be innovative any company needs information. This requires
an efficient system for finding and distributing information. These two elements of a knowledge management system are described in the article. Enterprises use different sources of information in the innovation processes: internal and external. The presented data show that the importance of information
sources for innovation depends on the sector of the enterprise. The article attempts to show a possible use of the information contained in existing information systems of coal mining enterprises for conducting innovative activities. It also proposes registering and distributing information missing from
the currently used information systems of mining companies, which could
facilitate the growth of innovation.
Keywords: knowledge management, innovation, mining industry, information systems

1. INTRODUCTION

Through undertaken activities, all enterprises strive to raise the value of the
company. In order to achieve this goal, they have to be innovative, thus able to
introduce changes. The introduced changes shall lead to better satisfaction of customer's needs or to streamlining the course of processes within the enterprise. This
cannot be achieved without the information input. The information regarding new
techniques and technologies, which can be implemented. It is necessary to get to
know the new needs of customers, which shall be satisfied through the introduced
innovation. It is important to have knowledge regarding new possibilities of products or services offered by the suppliers, which will allow to modify the company's
own products or processes. This requires a well functioning information seeking
and broadcasting system. Those are the tasks of the knowledge management system, which at the same tame became important elements of the company's innovation process. Knowledge, information and experiences owned by the company can
only be beneficial for the organisation, if persons making decisions have an access
to this database and can use it in business operations. This can be assured by the
knowledge management system.

2. FUNCTIONS OF THE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Knowledge management involves activities relating to the capture, use and
sharing of knowledge by the organisation. It involves the management both of external linkages and of knowledge flows within the enterprise, including methods
and procedures for seeking external knowledge and for establishing closer relationships with other enterprises (suppliers, competitors), customers or research institutions. In addition to practices for gaining new knowledge, knowledge management
involves methods for sharing and using knowledge, including establishing value
systems for sharing knowledge and practices for codifying routines [8].

Figure 1. The Building Blocks of Knowledge Management. Source: [10]

The key processes of the knowledge management system include (Fig. 1) [11]:
– Identifying knowledge;
– Preserving knowledge;
– Acquiring knowledge;
– Use knowledge;
– Developing knowledge;
– Sharing and Distributing Knowledge.
The afore processes are used for increasing the amount of information and
knowledge through its location, both within the structures of the enterprise and
outside those structures, information acquisition and development. For the obtained
knowledge to be useful, it has to be retained in a way, which allows an easy access
and easy broadcasting of the required information.
Use knowledge - meaning the productive deployment of organizational
knowledge in the production process - in fact is the purpose of knowledge man-
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agement. [10] Effective use of knowledge depends on the possibilities of its transferring and making available to those persons, who will need the information. The
formal (codified) knowledge can be transferred relatively easily (in form of reports,
articles, instructions, phone calls, sounds and images, via electronic correspondence, etc.). Transfer of the so called "quiet knowledge" is more difficult. Best
methods include informal employee meetings and non-committal exchange of information and experiences [3].
Among tasks comprising the knowledge sharing and broadcasting, the following three categories can be distinguished [9]:
− Knowledge duplicating, that is making available the same information to a
large group of employees;
− Sharing experiences from projects completed earlier and documenting those
experiences;
− Exchange of current experiences, leading to the development of new knowledge.
Those processes can be supported by the use of various tools, utilising the
newest information technologies, such as electronic mail, discussion fora, Internet
communicators or the Intranet.
The tasks put before the modern knowledge management systems involve
searching for information in all possible repositories and creating new knowledge
on the basis of the information already obtained during the task completion processes. Completion of those tasks shall support innovative activities.
The modern systems are based on semantic portal technologies with implemented methods of automatic knowledge processing. Interfaces to those systems
use the natural language analysis and the knowledge access criteria are directly
connected to the competences. Among the tasks of the system one shall point out,
apart from the knowledge supply, also supplying readymade solutions to various
problems and automatic coding of newly acquired knowledge [12].
According to the concept proposed by Staniszkis [13], the knowledge management systems play the role of characteristic integrators of all information systems within the organisation. They communicate with all available information
sources, both within the organisation and outside its structures, and with the use of
implemented algorithms they supply the required knowledge. Their tasks involve
not only proficient knowledge processing and delivery, in accordance to the requirements and competences of the members of the organisation, but also ensuring
an efficient codification of newly acquired and developed knowledge.
However, the basic purpose of the knowledge management system is to provide information and knowledge, which can be utilised in the everyday work of the
enterprise, and in particular while introducing innovative solutions.
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3. INFORMATION SOURCES FOR INNOVATION

As a part of the survey conducted every 2 years by the central Statistical Office in Poland (GUS), analysing the innovation within the enterprises, the companies are asked to provide sources of information used to implement innovative
solutions. They are also asked to assess the importance of the particular sources of
knowledge for their innovative activities.
In terms of methods of study in both survey periods, the study of innovation
in industrial research was a combination of a full screening and the sample surveys.
The fully examination was covered by companies with over 49 employees, while
testing on a representative sample was covered by industrial enterprises employing
10 to 49 people. Results obtained by examination of randomly selected sample are
generalized by means of appropriate mathematical methods to the entire output
population. Survey for 2002-2004 involved the community of about 28,6 thousand
enterprises (including 5,6 thousand units covered by the survey full). Enterprises
classified to section of NACE – “Mining” accounted for 0,4% of the surveyed
population.
Survey for 2004-2006 involved the community of about 27,9 thousand enterprises (including 9,1 thousand units covered by the survey full). Percentage of enterprises classified to section of NACE – “Mining” was 1% of the test population.
For the period 2006-2008 the Central Statistical Office in Poland does not
give the number of surveyed community, only the percentage distribution of the
test population. Enterprises from the section of NACE – “Mining” accounted here
for 1,1%.
Table 1 shows the percentage of enterprises classified to section of NACE –
“Mining” which classified the importance of the particular knowledge sources as
"high" and shows the changes, which occurred in this field between surveys from
years 2002-2004, 2004-2006 and 2006-2008. This data for enterprises operating
generally in the industry sector was presented in Table 2.
In this survey, information sources were divided into 4 groups:
I. Internal information sources:
- Within the enterprise (company's own research and development units, management, marketing services, sales department, etc.);
- Other enterprises being members of the group.
II. Market information sources:
- Suppliers of machines and technical devices, equipment, materials, components or software;
- Customers;
- Competitors and other enterprises operating in the same field;
- Consulting companies (consultant), commercial laboratories and private
R+D companies.
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III. Institutional information sources:
- Polish Academy of Sciences (PAN) research units;
- Research and development units;
- Foreign public research institutions;
- Higher education institutions (domestic and foreign).
IV. Other information sources:
- Conferences, trade fairs, exhibitions;
- Professional press and scientific/technical/commercial publications;
- Scientific/technical, specialised and professional societies and associations.
Table 1. Sources of information for innovations in industry enterprises by section of
NACE – “Mining”
Enterprises, which marked
“high” degree of importance relevant source as %
Type
of active innovation enterof
Source
source
prises
20022004- 20062004
2006
2008
Internal
Inside enterprises
43,6
46,0
50,8
sources
Other enterprises within enterprise group
5,1
1,6
4,6
Market
Suppliers of equipment, materials, compo7,7
9,5
16,9
sources
nents or software
Clients or customers
23,1
19,0
16,9
Competitors or other enterprises in your
12,8
7,9
15,4
sector
Consultants, commercial labs or private
4,8
10,8
R&D institutes
Institutional Scientific units of the Polish Academy of
2,6
4,8
7,7
sources
Sciences
Research-development units
2,6
12,7
7,7
Foreign public research institutions
2,6
0,0
1,5
Higher education institutions (domestic
10,3
11,1
16,9
and foreign)
Others
Conferences, trade fairs, exhibitions
4,8
6,2
sources
Scientific journals and trade/technical
7,7
9,5
12,3
publications
Professional and industry associations
5,1
3,2
3,1
Source: own preparation on the basis of [4, 5, 6]
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Table 2. Sources of information for innovations in industry enterprises.
Enterprises, which marked
“high” degree of imporType
tance relevant source as %
of
Source
of active innovation entersource
prises
20022004- 20062004
2006
2008
Internal
Inside enterprises
46,8
45,3
44,0
sources
Other enterprises within enterprise group
11,4
12,0
5,9
Market
Suppliers of equipment, materials, compo17,7
17,7
16,4
sources
nents or software
Clients or customers
35,6
27,7
25,4
Competitors or other enterprises in your
20,6
17,0
16,0
sector
Consultants, commercial labs or private
4,7
5,7
6,3
R&D institutes
Institutional Scientific units of the Polish Academy of
3,0
3,7
4,5
sources
Sciences
Research-development units
4,6
6,0
5,8
Foreign public research institutions
2,6
3,3
3,6
Higher education institutions (domestic
4,6
4,9
5,7
and foreign)
Others
Conferences, trade fairs, exhibitions
25,3
18,6
19,0
sources
Scientific journals and trade/technical
17,8
13,6
13,1
publications
Professional and industry associations
6,1
5,8
5,4
Source: own preparation on the basis of [4, 5, 6]

During the entire analysed period, the largest number of enterprises classified
in the NACE to section Mining assigned high importance to innovation activities to
internal information sources – information coming from within the enterprise. In
the subsequent periods, this participation increased. Data regarding industrial enterprises in general also assign greatest importance to internal information sources,
however in this case, in subsequent years this participation decreased. Enterprises
classified in the NACE to section Mining started to appreciate in recent years the
market sources, however the fall in importance of the information acquired from
customers can be worrying.
The same trend, with regard to the importance of the information acquired
from customers can be observed in case of other industrial enterprises. High and
still increasing percentage of enterprises from the NACE section Mining, which put
high importance on information acquired from tertiary education establishments
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and universities is welcome and pleasing. In case of industrial enterprises, generally all institutional sources of knowledge were assigned low level of importance.
The presented data show that the importance of the information sources for
innovation changes, together with the area of economy or branch within which the
company operates. Mining enterprises, which are of particular interest to the author, put great importance to internal information. In case of enterprises classified
in the hard and brown coal mining sector; in survey from years 2006-2008, as
many as 64,7% of peat mining enterprises put high importance to internal information sources [6]. In this context it shall be analysed, whether all such highly regarded internal information sources are effectively utilised.
4. INFORMATION RESOURCES OF MINING ENTERPRISES

Mining enterprise, as any other enterprise, has at its disposal a number of
knowledge sources, which can be used while developing innovative solutions. The
main, internal knowledge sources, the contents of which can instigate the innovative activities within the enterprise, include databases in which the information
delivered by information systems working within the mining enterprise is stored.
Data, which can significantly concur to identifying the innovation needs of the
mining enterprise can include [1]:
− Data regarding the deposit
− Data regarding the conducted production process, and in particular:
• Data regarding the excavations, geological and mining conditions and
technical and organisational conditions of the conducted mining works,
working equipment and technical and economic indicators;
• Data regarding the conducted sale, with regard to the quality of the offered
product, sales volume, etc.;
• Data regarding the supplementary processes (maintenance policy, material
management, etc.)
− Data regarding employment and remuneration;
− Financial data.
Unfortunately, most often this data is contained in a distributed form, without
integration within a single information system. This makes it more difficult to analyse and utilise the information for introducing innovative solutions.
As an example, data regarding the dimensions and the geological and mining
conditions of the longwall are stored, to a various degree of detail, in the mining
works department, production preparation department and in the metrologygeological department. Data regarding the production results of this longwall are
usually stored in the dispatcher's system, whereas costs are registered separately in
the bookkeeping system. Part of the data is not stored in any information system,
yet it is contained in traditional form: in technical designs or in work schedules.
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There is a number of advanced information solutions in Polish mining industry, both in form of generally available systems, adopted to the specificity of this
branch of the industry and dedicated solutions, developed for the needs of the particular mining enterprises. [2]
The following mining enterprises decided to implement the ERP class solutions: KGHM Polska Miedź (SAP R/3 system), Kopex (IFS system applications),
Lubelski Węgiel „Bogdanka” (safo.biz), Zakłady Koksownicze Zdzieszowice
(SAP). This implementation involved the specific modules applicable to the selected sectors of the enterprise activities.
In the group of dedicated systems, developed specifically for the mining industry one can find applications developed by COIG S.A. (SZYK 2), also of a
modular structure, which currently function at Kompania Węglowa S.A., Jastrzębska Spółka Węglowa S.A. and in Katowicki Holding Węglowy S.A. Currently
operating generation of the integrated enterprise management system comprise of
several independent modules (material logistics complex (SZYK2/KLM), technical
and production complex (SZYK2/KPT), sales complex (SZYK2/KSP), employment and remuneration complex (SZYK2/KZP), and financial and bookkeeping
complex (SZYK2/KFK), which communicate with each other and refer to the
common database.
The systems make available various information, which can be used for introducing innovative solutions within the enterprise. However they were not dedicated
to such tasks. Implementation of various innovative solutions: in the production
process, in processes, organisational or marketing innovations, etc. requires to explore and analyse data from various systems.
Required by the customers changes in the products (assortment, qualitative
parameters) can be read from the systems servicing the sales complex, yet the possibilities of implementing the changes shall be verified in the systems containing
technological and production and geological and mining data. Similarly difficult is
retrieving from the currently working system the information regarding the needs
and the abilities of introducing innovative solutions to the processes or organisation
system of the enterprise.
Developed by the mining enterprises rules and regulations for the course of
action regarding innovative solutions, including the rationalisation ideas, leading to
the implementation of innovative solutions, regulate the procedure for reporting the
ideas, the issues of registering the income and costs, yet there is no mention of the
issue of broadcasting the knowledge acquired from those ideas. Thus the innovative solution implemented in one area (in one mining enterprise being a member of
the group or at one workstation) cannot be easily diffused. There is a number of
information tools used for knowledge management, and in particular for knowledge broadcasting, which were described in other work by the author [7], which
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could be applied, while maintaining the required level of confidentiality of the
diffused information, yet they are not applied.
5. CONCLUSION

The knowledge management system is an important element of the innovative
character of the enterprise, as it allows to collect and broadcast information, necessary for the implementation of innovative solutions, and coming from numerous
information systems of the enterprise.
In their innovation activities, the enterprises use various sources of information, yet the greatest importance is assigned to the internal sources of information.
The market sources are used to a lesser extent and the importance of institutional
information sources for the industrial enterprises is marginal. This can be a result
of a lame external information obtaining and broadcasting system or it can stem
directly from the lack of the knowledge management system.
Mining enterprises use various information systems, yet there is a lack of systems dedicated to knowledge and information broadcasting. A lot of information is
not stored in any information system, but in traditional form, what makes access to
this information even more difficult. Information on rationalisation ideas and solutions is also not diffused. Other information is distributed in various information
systems, and its analysis requires the data to be manually retrieved and integrated.
Solving the problems described briefly herein could also solve numerous
problems associated with the malfunction of the knowledge management systems
and could lead to the increase of the innovativity of the enterprises.
The presented research has been financed as a statutory project no. 11.11.100.279
of AGH University of Science and Technology.
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE FIELDS APPLICATION IN A MODERN
ENTERPRISE
Rafik Nafkha, Dariusz Strzęciwilk
Department of Informatics, Warsaw University of Life Sciences
Abstract. One company, by implementing solutions for budgeting and
reporting, has saved several million of zlotys by closing 10 loss-making
branches, which previously was not identified.
So far submitted reports were simply "enthusiastic" and only when the
company has introduced a central Business Intelligence system with direct
access to information, a real picture of the company situation was discovered
by the Board. The paper presents the most common areas of business
intelligence applications. It shows also how these tools bring benefits and
assist the different operation of all business area. A simple presentation of
business intelligence system architecture was provided to understand the
business need for the implementation of this type of system.
Keywords: BI, business intelligence, ETL

1. INTRODUCTION

The modern world provides us with an incredible enormity of information.
Every day we are bombarded with messages, numbers, data which cause information noise. Therefore, one of the most important skills becomes the selection and
the assess to the reliability of information, especially when they are applied in own
business.
The business owners every day take different types of decisions [7], from
small, operational through strategic, decisive for the future of their business.
In small enterprises often the choice of the management decision is based on own
intuition, but as business grows the intuition is no longer sufficient and decisions
should be supported by appropriate tools that provide a synthetic information
or data.
Every day, even in small companies, hundreds of data are collected. Usually
concerning contractors, purchase and sale transactions documents, margins, discounts, costs, etc.. In order to well control the situation, it is best to collect this data
in one place, in one database, regardless of whether they were made by the seller or

accountant. This work is done by integrated systems ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) that allow to maintain consistency of the stored data. But besides this the
companies use the drawing tools data from different areas, program modules and
then present them in the form of graphs reports. Individual employees need various
types of information, depending on what tasks are realizing in the company. Owner
needs a general, collected statistics that show processes and trends, allowing to
predict future data and plan strategically. At a medium planning level, one needs
for better information, more detailed information that allow for example to control
liquidity [5], while at the operational staff level it is required details that allow to
have an accurate picture of a given current situation. For example, a current information on turnover of goods, can show the right moment to stop delivery of goods
that are not selling or to increase the order in the hit of the season and so customers
are not left empty-handed when they come on the popular product later may not
come back.
2. THE MOST COMMON AREAS OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
APPLICATIONS

The appearance of Business Intelligence tools (BI) significantly improved the
processing of data in the form of reports and analysis are used by analysts.
The application of Business Intelligence tools bring to the organization a
number of benefits and assist the operation of almost all business areas. Transforming data into information replaces the guessing and speculation by conclusions
based on facts. In addition, business intelligence can improve communication between departments of the company.
The existing of a powerful tool to create static reports, must be and is one of
the key elements of any Business Intelligence offers. Sophisticated analytical tools
should enable not only carrying a standard reporting, but primarily allow to perform advanced analysis using statistical forecasting, research trends and the relationship between data.
By using business intelligence tools, the analysis is done ad hoc by any users
and do not require the commitment of the specialists, such as the IT department.
Finally, Business Intelligence solutions should provide the information arranged in a manner accessible to make analysis by all information recipients such
as members of the board, seniors and lower-level employees [1].
Each user of these solutions has the opportunity to build their own analysis,
without any assistance from professionals or specialized system analysts.
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Table 1. Sample reports and analysis used by the departments of a company.
Department

The Board

Finance Department

Sale Department

Marketing Department

Reports
• information about the
company's position in the
market
• current and planned
business outcomes
• Reports and statements
concerning the company,
such as finance, cash reports, taxes, receivables
and payables. Profitability control, cost control
and revenue of individual
companies
• Current
information
about the plan and marketing margins realization by product and
products,
regions,
branches and representatives, time, sectors, clients, locations, customers, distribution channels, etc. share of individual employees in
sales, which may give a
basis to calculate the
dealers commission
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•

analysis of the company as a whole and
individual key areas of
activity

•

Financial statements
indicator, the deviation
of earnings indicator

•

Planning and forecasting sales
break-even price

•

•

•

implementation of marketing campaigns

•

information about inventory, product rotation,
storage costs.
•
Report delivery to the
warehouse with a breakdown of suppliers including information useful in
negotiating
purchase
prices from regular suppliers of goods and in
case of signing bonus

•
Logistics Department

Analysis

precise definition of
the target group, results of marketing activities

analysis of results by
vehicles, periods (eg.
month, quarter, year),
point of sales (eg. shop
and workshop), contractors, etc.

•

contracts etc
information about goods
in transit and deviations
of delivery times.
•

Controlling Department

HR Department
Administration Department

The financial statements,
required reports.

•

•
•

Production Department

•

•

Employment
status, •
Salary broken down by •
department
•
Cost of letting of office,
business car service, ect.
•
The size and production
costs
•
Worker reward by positions and hours of work

Indicator analysis of
financial statements,
the deviation of earnings
planning and cost
analysis of investment
activities
analysis of salaries
analysis of the effectiveness of training
Analysis of the use of
office space and costs
of letting
Efficiency of production workers
Identification of bottlenecks and deviations
from norms

Source: own studies based on [1]

Of course, the above examples do not cover all possibilities of the analytical
systems. The final shape of each solution is determinate by each user group
More than this a company that deciding on the implementation of any Business Intelligence can search answers on the following questions:
• Having precise and current information on sales opportunities in the
company, how many other products or services can be sold?
• Is the system able to correct prices ws sales volume? What would be
than the break even prices?
• Does the system help to improve my margins having the relevant information about price competition?
• Does the system improves cash flow cycles?
• Can I produce more efficient with minimal resources?
• Can I reduce the cost of inventory, costs of raw materials, transport
and storage costs?
• How to reduce selling expenses and general administrative expenses?
• How to reduce the cost of debt and / or improve my cost of capital?
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3. HOW MUCH COST BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS?

From many years, In the market is maintained the stereotype that BI solutions
are very expensive and therefore inaccessible to MSP markets. That is not true, it is
a superstition has written Mark Madson [3] and improved in [4].
Modern analytic applications are no longer based on a costly and difficult to
implement data warehouse technology, which allows analyzing only at a predesigned dimensions and measures
In-memory, devoid of most of the limitations of old technology, achieves better results faster and at much lower cost of investment. The advantage of these
tools also determine the lower hardware requirements and unrivaled speed computing on massive data volumes. The implementation of BI in-memory lasts many
times less than traditional analytical system, which results in lower costs and faster
return on investment. Faced with the challenge of implementing business intelligence systems, great attention should be paid to total cost of ownership (TCO Total Cost of Ownership), which consists of [3]:
• the software purchase price,
• maintenance and service,
• extension of the system.
As probably everyone knows, comparing the cost of individual licenses is not a
simple matter. Some give the cost per processor, others on the number of users,
while still others on the number of years. However, it is so important criterion that
is useful to know at least an order of magnitude necessary to pay expenditure. The
best way to compare the cost of BI system is to create a deployment scenario, taking into account the number and role of users. On this basis, we can estimate the
total cost of software. By building different scenarios - the configuration for small
business, through a medium size organization ending with a large enterprise - we
can assume the following number of members.
Table 2. Systems implementation scenario.
Size of
organization

Users divisi on

Number
of users

Administrator

Developer

Expert

Standard

Small

25

1

1

2

21

Medium

100

2

3

10

85

Large

92

500
3
15
50
432
Source: Lowering the Cost of Business Intelligence With Open Source [3].

With regard to the distribution of the type of users, it is used the following
rules [3]:
• 80% of users operating on a very simple system functions based on existing
reports or dashboards.
• 18% of users modify business objects and performs real-time interactive operations and analysis.
• 2% are BI developers or analysts who support other within a single branch.
The comparison of the BI products is very difficult due to the diversity of
packages and the frequent practice of offering two products (features) at a promotional price. This cost analysis will only cover the basic functions of the BI platform that is static and interactive reports, dashboards and ad-hoc basis analysis of
operations. The analysis included the total costs over 3 years, proposed by five
vendors. Licenses cost [3], support cost by suppliers and the number of users (are
shown in Table 3).
Table 3. Three-year total cost of licenses and support, broken down by Suppliers and deployment scenario. Prices in U.S. dollars.
Supplier
Cognos

MicroStrategy

SAP

Oracle

Pentaho

Size of organization

Total licenses
cost

Total support
cost

Total cost

Small

58184

43618

101802

Medium

182356

136707

319063

Large

543584

407608

951192

Small

10100

21666

31766

Medium

174500

115170

289670

Large

845800

558228

1404028

Small

36000

36000

59760

Medium

131750

131750

218705

Large

1595670

1595670

2648812

Small

17600

29040

73040

Medium

254800

168168

422968

Large

1124200

741972

1866172

Small

0

30000

30000

Medium

0

87000

87000

Large
0
87000
87000
Source: Lowering the Cost of Business Intelligence with Open Source [3].
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4. A SAMPLE PRESENTATION OF BI SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The most popular solutions are based on client-server architecture. The Motor
of the system, and also the most important part of the system architecture is the
OLAP server. Its task is to pre-analyze the processing of data that are presented
farther on the client system.
OLAP server uses MDX language (Multidimensional Expressions) [6] to data
processing. Thanks to its flexibility enables processing of data from different data
sources, aggregating the final results, that are used by the analyst.
4.1. OLAP server functionality

•
•
•
•
•

create interactive and efficient analysis using large or small portions of information,
multidimensional data mining,
transform the MDX language structure into SQL (so it is possible to use
data from various database management systems),
High performance on-line queries, thanks to aggregated tables in RDBMS
systems- Relational Database Management Systems,
Advanced calculations by using MDX queries.

Query to OLAP Server

Server Response
Client system
Server OLAP (XMLA)

Figure 1. The data flow between client and server OLAP.

Full system architecture (Fig. 2) consists of two integral parts:
• Client application installed on any application server (one can choose [2]
from: Oracle AS, JBoss AS or Glassfish server on which the application
will be installed)
• the OLAP server service XMLA which defines the access to the data must
be installed additionally. The whole logical database schema is defined in
an XML file according to the standard XMLA. It contains definitions of all
data cubes, dimensions and levels of data aggregation;
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Web-based end-user application
User Interface
module

Source of Data
Communication
protocols

Report service
module

OLAP Server
Reports di-

PLAP RDL

OLAP Conector (XMLA)

tables display

RDBMS RDL

RDBMS Conector

Reports set-

Data Mining

DM Conector (Rserve)

Configuration

Other Lang. RDL

Other Conector

RDBMS Server

knowledge
database

security
Application Server J2EE

Figure 2. System architecture.
Source: own study based on JasperSoft server [2]
4.2. Methods for system OLAP data supply

To perform complex analysis [2], OLAP system needs data. Within the OLAP
server, a configured file containing definitions for all data sources used for analysis
must be installed. Each data source definition includes:
• data source address (the location of the database system, RDBMS),
• mapping of logical database schema file.
A sample solution may contain one data source that is placed on the OLAP
server. Data are stored in a database system from which they are derived for processing by the OLAP server. The logical structure of tables is defined in an XML
file that is used further by XMLA service of the OLAP server. Thanks to data
source access function , the user can define the location from which data will be
collected for analysis.
Supply data can be carried out according to the following scheme [8]:
architecture database (tables) has a fixed pattern, according which a logical data
schema is created and used by the service XMLA OLAP server. Database can be
supplied from any other sources like csv files, xml files, etc.. tables schema and
data types for each column must be transformed to the appropriate format of data
stored in OLAP system.
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The ETL module where the transformation of data scheme is specified , can
be used to data extraction operations, transformation and loading data into the target database analysis system [6].
5. CONCLUSION

Quite careful look at the products shown above, has shown that Open Source
products. are sufficiently mature and proven that they can and even should be taken
into account when making decisions. Maybe not all features are implemented by,
but depending on the needs of the project, the key to the proper choice might be
just the functional requirements, generally available in expensive commercial solutions. Through the rapid development of Business Intelligence tools, many small
and medium-sized companies have the possibility to implement systems that can
provide management information and decision support applications. The implementation of an integrated BI infrastructure is a good course of action
In the future the market will expect these companies which quickly and accurately adjust to growing requirements. Therefore, business intelligence systems can
effectively contribute to the success of any company
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Abstract. In large financial institutions specialized analytical cells are
arranged in various business verticals. Their tasks involve different areas and
aspects of the business, but combines them need access to advanced
analytical tools. The choice of data mining (DM) suite is not an easy task.
This problem is still valid. This article provides a outline of some
considerations that could affect decision choosing the useful tools. There are
several data mining tool suites available on market. Important thing is
identifying the tool suite that is easy to use. In addition, the needs of the
institution in the qualifications of staff in the analytical and IT departaments
are discussed. This have a major impact on the management of data
repositories available in the institution.
Keywords: Business Intelligence, Data Integration, Data Mining

1. INTRODUCTION

Employees of the analytical department in the large financial institutions often
face the problem of choosing the right type of DM tools that meets the following
requirements: quick and easy technical analysis and comparison of results obtained
from different analytical methods, the possibility of taking into account the cost of
making bad decisions, ease of implementation of codes obtained by using other
business processes. The question how to choose a suite of tools remains for many
years. In this aricle we try to give answer to this question, leaving the two main
conditions: (i) there is no best tool overall, (ii) the most useful tools are those that
simplify the greater part of data mining tasks that are necessary for a particular
corporation and do not require experts knowledge of analytical teams. In the past
the process of design tools for DM was aimed at developing high-performance
analytical algorithms. Let us note that the analytical equipment includes only a
small part of the DM project tasks. The most time-consuming part of the data
mining process is preparing data for data mining. Good tools (e.g. for marketing)
should include the algoritms to evaluating the synthesized models and its range of
validity, including where possible the financial aspects.

2. METHODS OF EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION OF DATA MODELS

Data miting combines techniques from statistics, databases, machine learning,
and pattern recognition to extract (mine) concepts, concept interrelations from
large business databases. A data mining software package nearly always includes
(i) association rules, (ii) classification, (iii) prediction methods, (iv) clustering
methods and (v) exploration methods for complex data types.
The classic analysis of the data using queries, typical for OLAP technology
implies that the user has full knowledge of the subject of analysis and he is able to
control this analysis. By contrast, data mining technique allow to analyze data for
problems that either because of their size are difficult to perform by the user as
well as those problems for which we do not have full knowledge .This knowledge
we can extract from the data. In this case, as the result of data exploration we get
the model describing data. In general, as the best model to describe the data is
considered such a model, which allows you to accurately predict all classified
states of objects. The choice of the best models should be made carefully for
consistency and compatibility in tested data. DM tools to identify the best model
should include the costs of making bad decisions (eg, poor grading, mistakes, etc.
[1,2,3]). Unfortunately, most of the DM tools to identify the best data model uses
the so-called Global Accuracy method (GA) does not include costs of bad
decisions. A models without considering the cost of the errors often leads to
strange results. Of course, the costs arising from poor predictions may be
significantly different depending on the business area. For instance, in a
promotional mailing: the cost of sending junk mail to a client that doesn’t respond
is far less than the lost-business cost of not sending it to a client that would have
responded (false-negative error FN) .
It is different for example in the assessment of a client who applies for a loan.
This means that methods of assessment (classification) models should not be
directed at reducing the costs arising from such errors like FN or FP, but should
include the costs of mistakes in decision-making from a financial point of view.
Formally, for each object x the cost can be presented in the form of cost
matrix [C(i, j, x)], in which the diagonal elements represent the correct
classification and the off-diagonal elements represent the errors [2]. Element
C(i, j, x) shows the cost of predicting that x is in the class i when it actually is in
a class j.
If we know the cost for each x and all values i, j, then the optimal prediction
for each x is a class I that minimizes the following expression:

∑ P( j | x)C (i, j, x) .
j
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(1)

Above equation can be written equivalently in terms of maximizing the
benefits ie. maximizing the expression

∑j P( j | x) B(i, j, x) ,

(2)

where [B(i, j, x)] is a matrix of benefits, not costs.
Let us consider following example. Let us assume that j = 0 means a class of
persons who are not donors and j = 1, these who are. Let Y(x) denotes the amount
of donations for the person x. Denote by PLN 0.5 the cost of sending a letter
requesting the donation for a person x . Then the matrix of the benefit is determined
as follows: B(0, 0, x) = 0, B(0, 1, x) = −0.5, B(1, 0, x) = 0, B(1, 1, x) = Y(x) − 0.5.
Thus, the benefits of not sending a letter to the person x (ie, make decisions that x
belongs to class i = 0) are:

P ( j = 0 | x) B (0,0, x) + P ( j = 1 | x) B (0,1, x) = 0

(3)

By contrast, the benefits of sending a request to the person x are represented
by the following expression:
P( j = 0 | x) B (1,0, x) + P( j = 1 | x) B(1,1, x) = P( j = 1 | x) y ( x) − 0.5 .

(4)

Hence, it is the right decision to ask for a donation those persons where
benefits of sending mail are greater than not sending it to a person that would not
responded : or to persons for whom
P ( j = 1 | x ) y ( x ) ≥ 0 .5 .

(5)

Thus, the task reduces to estimate the conditional probability P ( j = 1 | x) for
each person and the size of donations y(x). For this purpose, a whole arsenal of
methods to evaluate P ( j = 1 | x) and y(x) are used. These methods are based on
a specific training set.
There are two basic approaches for building DM models: the inductive
method based approach and the deductive method approach .Inductive method
works by adjusting the parameters of the learning models during the training
process based on the known values of the output or target variable. In other
words,the learning process is supervised by vector of known outcomes in the
training data. The trained model is then used to classify new,unknown cases. By
contrast, deductive approach uses a more traditional statistical methods such as
discriminant analysis and regression analysis. The main advantage of inductive
method aproach is that it is able to generalise complex non-linear ralationships
witout prior knowledge of the statistical prperties of the data (e.g. linearity or
normality).
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However, it is susceptible to over-fitting whereby the model actually
memorises specific data points rather than learning the ralationships inherent in the
data. An over-fitted model performs well on training data but is unable to
generalise its findings to unseen data. To minimise the risk of over-fitting, the
trained model should be tested on a validation data set that is independent of the
training data. Integrated tools for DM should have the option to partitioned data
into training, validation and test data sets and automatic construction of models
with various techniques. Techniques of DM can be devided also due to the type of
test data. There are three most commonly used types of tools for data mining:
(i) decision tree, (ii) neural networks, (iii) regression analysis. The advantage of
decision trees is the transparentness of the model. Decision tree can be represented
in a form of IF_THEN rules, or even SQL, thereby enabling the model to be easily
integrated into existing programms and processes. On the contrary, articfical
neural networks operate in a very black-box manner. In some issues, such as their
use in credit scoring is somewhat debatable due to the fact that the customer whose
credit application was rejected should have a clear idea why this happened. Results
of data mining should be clearly interpretable and justifiable. In the case of neural
networks that is not directly. Another disadvantage of neural networks is that the
input predictors need to be normalised at value between 0 and 1. Such
normalization can be done in several ways. In turn out, one of the part of regression
methods used frequently in the practice (especially in cases where the response
variable has only two values) is a logistic regression. Methods based on this
regression can generate a linear classification functions, which are sensitive to
multicolinearity between the input predictors. It follows from the above problems
that the choice of the technic to build the right model can be sometimes difficult.
A comparison of a large number of models based on different techniques is timeconsuming and requires skills in programming. Therefore, one of the basic
requirements which must have the DM tools is ability to: easy organization of the
complex computational processes using classical techniques and the latest
occurring in the literature, introduction of methods developed by organization and
choice the best model among many developed.
3. DM TOOLS

There are a lot of available DM tools on the market. However, according to
the report by Gartner (Fig.1) SPSS has been named a leader among eight vendors,
which received the highest scores not only in the completeness of vision, but also
in ability to execute. Factors which have decided to achieve the leading position by
SPPS are: an approach to a client, the scope of the analytical tools, management of
a analytical environment. The second place takes his biggest rival SAS, who had
was better evaluated by the Forrester Wave in 2010 (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. Magic Quadrant for Data Mining.
Source: [5]

Figure 2. The Forrester Wave: Predictive Analytics and data Mining Solutions, Q1 2010.
Source: [8]

DM of SPSS [4] is based on the module PASW Modeler. It allows to create
effective models for: marketing, web services, science, education. By contrast DM
of SAS is based on the SAS Enterprise Miner. Process data mining in SAS is
associated with the acronym SEMMA(sampling, exploring, modifying, modeling,
assessing data), where Sample - creating sample of data containing relevant
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information for a given problem, Modify - changing data by creating a variables for
the chosen analysis model, Model- introduction a analytical tools to explore
relationships and verification of hypotheses, Assess- estimate of the data found in
the DM process. The realisation of the SEMMA model is based on the flow
diagrams that are created in an easy and intuitive way using the convenient GUI
(example - see Fig. 2).

Figure 3. SAS Enterprise Miner.
Source: [4]

The study by Gartner and Forrester Wave shows that only practical choice
for large institutions is between a tool offered by SPSS and SAS, because for the
period 2006 - 2010 only these two tools obtain stable and high evaluation (Table1).
Furthermore SPSS and SAS, according to IDC [7] have a large share of the global
market for advanced analytical tools such BI (Business Intelligence) in 2006-2010 ,
namely at the level of 33% (SAS) and 15% (SPSS). Conversely, the share of each
of the other listed vendors will not exceed 2%. In terms of financial bids of both
vendors are comparable. The table below shows in the 0-1 point scale, estimation
of DM tools of the world's major suppliers. It follows that SPSS and SAS can offer
a similar product and have a significant advantage over the others companies.
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Table 1. Evaluation of DM tools.
Vendor
SPSS
SAS
TinkAnalytics
Portrait_software
Angoss
Infor_crm
Unica
Kxen

V
0,82
0,71
0,44
0,44
0,00
0,00
0,24
0,33

2006
E
0,62
0,64
0,13
0,22
0,00
0,00
0,33
0,33

Z1
0,72
0,68
0,29
0,33
0,00
0,00
0,29
0,33

V
0,71
0,62
0,53
0,49
0,40
0,33
0,18
0,00

2008
E
0,62
0,56
0,40
0,47
0,44
0,40
0,36
0,00

Z2
0,67
0,59
0,47
0,48
0,42
0,37
0,27
0,00

V
0,82
0,93
0,64
0,86
0,79
0,29
0,14
0,71

2010
E
0,82
0,96
0,57
0,68
0,46
0,36
0,29
0,82

Z3
0,82
0,95
0,61
0,77
0,63
0,32
0,21
0,77

2006-2010
Z*
0,74
0,74
0,45
0,53
0,35
0,23
0,26
0,37

V - completness of vision, E-ability to execute, Zi = (V+E)/2, Z*= (Z1+Z2+Z3)/3
4. CONCLUSIONS

It follows from above that a large financial institution, which wants to buy a
tool which is easily integrated into its knowledge repositories of data, it practically
has to chose one of two vendors: SPSS and SAS. However, this solution is
effective in most cases, particularly when the IT and analytical departments have
an average level of competence. In other cases this solution is rather expensive.
Not so expensive solution, but possible to introduce in situation of very high level
of competencies of employees, is purchase of a good analytical tool and
recruitment of workers with high competence of programming. An example of
such tool might be Statistica package.
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NEW POSSIBILITIES OF BUILDING EFFICIENT AND CHEAP
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS
Tomasz Rudny
Faculty of Mathematics and Information Science,
Warsaw University of Technology (PW)
Abstract. Business Intelligence systems were traditionally the domain of
large market players. The expenses involved made them available only for
big companies and institutions. But now new possibilities open up. One is the
availability of opensource Business Intelligence software. The other is the
potential of new, emerging technologies that bring the computational power
to standard personal computers. In this paper a brief overview of leading
opensource Business Intelligence systems is presented with a discussion of
their potential usage in polish public sector. Also, computational algorithms
and concepts of programming for graphical processors (GPU) are presented.
This emerging technology can provide PC users with efficient and scalable
data warehouse thanks to the immense computational power of graphical
processors due to their paralelism. The results of computational experiments
for a simple GPU data warehouse are presented and conclusions drawn.
Keywords: Business Intelligence, OLAP, GPU, CUDA, New technologies

1. INTRODUCTION

Business Intelligence (BI) platforms have been successfully built and used for
many years. But their usage in the public sector in Poland has been limited. The
main reason for this was the cost of implementing a professional BI platform. The
software used to be very expensive. Moreover, the implementation was complex,
lengthy and costly. Typically BI projects took between 9 months and 3 years. The
costs of implementation varied, but typically they were over 1 million PLN per
project. No wonder then, that BI was the domain of the private sector.
One should also not understimate the fact that BI systems usually mark the
next step of IT development of an organization. This means that first transactional
(also known as operational) systems must be implemented in order to implement a
BI platform. Keeping in mind that many public organizations haven't yet fully implemented these, the BI systems were hardly a prority. Still, the major reason for
BI systems not being common in the public sector is their cost.

Recent years showed new technologies becoming available and this trend
might mean that BI systems won't be expensive anymore and thus will be readily
available for the public sector. The technologies mentiod above include opensource BI platforms and parallel computing using Graphical Processing Units
(GPU).
Open-source BI platforms are maintained and developed by professional consultants with huge experience in this field. The software is free to use either for any
implementation or for somehow limited projects – e.g. there might be restrictions
on the number of users of the system or the computational power of the server. The
organizations providing such software make profit by offering consulting and
maintance services. Still, one can use own IT team instead and thus implement a BI
platform cheaply.
On the other hand, parallel computing using GPU offers ultra-fast, scalable
operations without the need for expensive hardware. The technology is relatively
new, but has already proven to be very benefitial for databases and BI.
In this paper, in section 2, we discuss two BI platforms distributed for free
and compare their functionality. Section 3 provides and introduction to GPU parallel programming and discusses, implementations of some elements of BI systems
on GPU. Section 4 conludes the paper by reviewing the main poins, drawing conclusions and projecting future works.
2. BI PLATFORMS AVAILABLE FOR FREE

Two platforms tested in preparation for this paper are Pentaho BI suite (version 4) and Microstrategy – free distribution. Their feature are similar, but not
identical. The details are presented below.
2.1. Pentaho BI suite

Pentaho is a registered organization with headquarters in Orlando, USA. It is a
commercial open-source organization, which means that their products contain
some elements of free and open source software, but may also limit availability of
some generally enhanced functionality. The community license of Pentaho BI suite
allows users to set up a BI platform with no costs of software. However, not all
functionality is available in community license, so one may later consider upgrade
to enterprise license. In addition to selling enterprise licences for their products, the
Pentaho organization makes profit on selling support and consulting services.
The main features of community edition of Pentaho BI suite include [5]:
Ó Basic Reporting
Ó Simple Analysis
Ó Graphical Designer for Data Integration and Data Quality
Ó Multi-Threaded Parallel Processing ETL
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Ó Broad Connectivity (Relational, NoSQL, and Analytical Databases, Unstructured and Semi-Structured Data Sources, CRM and ERP Business Applications)
Ó Data Integration as a Service

Figure 1. Pentaho application for Data Integration.
Source: http://www.pentaho.com/products/data_integration/

The above features provided a sufficient set for a typical public sector organization to build a professional, usable BI platform. The important point is that a
Data Integration module is included in the community license, which means that all
needed steps can be implemented in Pentaho only:
Ó Data Integration
Ó Data Manipulation
Ó ETL
Ó Reporting
Ó Analysis
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There is still a lot of consulting work to be done in order to set up a working
BI environment, however with adequate IT resources, the organization can achieve
it without large budgets. Pentaho seems to be a good alternative to expensive
commercial systems such as SAS, Oracle or SAP.

Figure 2. Pentaho reporting capabilities.
Source: http://www.pentaho.com/products/data_integration/

The learning curve for Pentaho is not steep and many examples and tutorials
are available. Still, even for skilled IT-professionals it takes at least a couple of
weeks of self-training to be able to work efficiently with Pentaho software. This is
still much cheaper than hiring external consultants.
Features not available in community edition, but provided in enterprise edition include (among others): Data Mining and Data Discovery, Support for mobile
devides (like Apple iPad), Predictive Analysis, interactive and rich visualizations.
All these features add extra value to a BI platform, however one must remember
they are limited in comparison to statistics-focused software like SAS, R-package,
Statistica etc.
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2.2. Microstrategy Reporting Suite

Microstrategy is a well-known, long established software company [6]. Its
products are sold for prices comparable with other leading players of the BI market. However, there is also a free distribution of Microstrategy Reporting Suite. It
contains all functionality of the commercial versions, but it is limited to 100 users.
By users, it it meant the information consumers, whithout the permission to modify
neither reports nor data. In a free edition of Microstrategy Reporting Suite only 2
power users, who can create new reports, modify existing one and manipulate data,
can be defined.
Still, Microstragy Reporting Suite can be an option for public sector organizations because very rarely the number of information consumers – users of the BI
platform exceeds the limit of 100. The author has experience in implementing BI
systems and/or preparing design documentation for public sector organizations and
typically the number of users were between 20 and 50. The stronger is the limitation set on the number of power users (only 2 are permitted by the license), however in a typical public sector organization 1 or 2 persons would be delegated for
this task anyway.
The free license has one more strict limitation, which may proove to be cumbersome – the software can be installed only on a server with at most 1 CPU. This
restrictions excludes all applications with high bandwidth, meaning there can be
only few users accessing the reports concurrently. Should this be an issue for public sectors organizations remains for debate, however it should not pose a problem
for at least some of them.
The advantages of Microstrategy Reporting Suite include excellent reporting
capabilities, support for different devices and functional dashboards. In a poll made
by the author 6 out of 8 users asked about the look-and-feel of the user interface
pointed to Microstrategy Reporting Suite as the nicest. Of course the user interface
should never be the sole reason for choosing software vendor, but its role should
not be underestimated. Microstrategy Reporting Suite prooves also to be relatively
easy to use and to learn.
The downside, however, is the lack of any Data Integration modules. Simply
put, Microstrategy Reporting Suite is not a fully functional BI platform – it provides only reports and analysis. Storage and Data Integration must be provided externally. This is a drawback, but not a limitation since there is a number of free
Data Integration tools, Jitterbit being one of them.
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Figure 3. Microstrategy Reporting Suite, buble plot dashboard.
Source:http://www.microstrategy.com/freereportingsoftware/learnmore/Reporting_Suite_H
ighlights.pdf
3. OVERVIEW OF GPU PROGRAMMING CAPABILITIES

CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is a parallel computing architecture developed by NVidia company. With CUDA one can utilisy the computational power of GPU, which allows for access to the virtual instruction set and
memory of the parallel computational elements in CUDA GPUs. Using CUDA, the
latest Nvidia GPUs become accessible for computation like CPUs. Thanks to this
effective parallel programming is available, provided the problem can be subdivided into similar steps. This is due to the fact, that CUDA programs run fast if all
threads do a similar job.
GPU processors as massively parallel machines benefit from the scalable and
robust general algorithms building block. In terms of Data Integration algorithms,
there were already several variants of parallel implementations leading to a time
and space efficient solution O(n) [2]. The example of commercial databases software running purely on GPU is ParStream.
One of the most important challenges was to achieve effectiveness - measured
in number of primitive operations done by all processors - to be asymptotically not
higher then number of operations in a sequential implementation. Another problem
is usually related to the poor organization of segmented scan up-sweep and down-
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sweep operations when divided between threads in graphical multiprocessors. This
has also been significantly improved in works by Sengupta et al. [2].
Currently the most efficient implementation of scan algorithms for GPU is
published in CUDPP library.
The scan algorithm is important because it is a building block for database querying operations. The above mentioned implementation is known for being able to
perform scan operation on millions of values in just a few milliseconds.
As prooved by K. Kaczmarski and T. Rudny, OLAP cubes and so other reporting data structures can be successfully built and queried efficiently and quickly
using GPU [4].

Figure 4. Comparison of an OLAP cube creation time on CPU vs. GPU.
Source: own preparation
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However, the greatest benefit of CUDA GPU programming is that the hardware used is relatively cheap. A NVidia graphic card capable of fast operations can
be bought for less than 500 PLN. And the computational power then available is
sufficient for most BI platforms. It has been proven that on a single PC machine
with CUDA capable device a BI platform can be efficiently implemented. This
again opens up a new way of possibilities for public sector organizations.
4. CONCLUSION

Public sector organization can now use free software and new CUDA GPU
parallel programming capabilities to build cheap, yet efficient BI platforms. Not
only can this help them to mature in terms of IT. Pursuing this course can also
make public sector organizations a leader in new technologies – something usually
unreachable for the public sector.
Future works may should involve further computational experiments and
market polls to ensure that the proposed approach is practical.
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CONCEPTION OF COMPUTER SUPPORT OF DECISION MAKING
IN MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT OF WATER SUPPLY
NETWORK WITHIN REALISATION OF RCM PHILOSOPHY
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Abstract. In the article the possibilities of selected available solutions of
computer tools, supporting planning and realization of maintenance tasks for
water supply network within realization of RCM (Reliability Centred Maintenance) philosophy have been described. New possibilities that are appeared
as a result of supplementing described tools performance by using GIS (Geographic Information Systems) systems in accordance with worked out new
conception were also presented. Guidelines required to work out module for
decision making in considered field basing on data and information recorded
in databases of “classical” computer tools supporting maintenance management and data and information recorded by the use of GIS systems within realization of RCM philosophy were proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Planning as a function of maintenance management of technical means, which
is selection of appropriate maintenance tasks for these means is more and more
often supported by the use of computer supporting tools. These tools have been
made and are under evolution as consequence of creation of new class of computer
systems and they make possible to supplement possessed set of tools by obtaining
new functionalities.
In the article the possibilities of selected available solutions of computer tools,
supporting planning and realization of maintenance tasks for water supply network
within realization of RCM (Reliability Centred Maintenance) philosophy have
been described. New possibilities that are appeared as a result of supplementing
described tools performance by using GIS (Geographic Information Systems) systems in accordance with worked out new conception were also presented. Guidelines required to elaborate module for decision making in considered field basing
on data and information recorded in databases of “classical” computer tools sup-

porting maintenance management and data and information recorded by the use of
GIS systems within realization of RCM philosophy were proposed.
2. BASICS OF RELIABILITY CENTRED MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHY

RCM, according to [8] can be defined as a logical sequence of analysis used
to determine the maintenance requirements of any device, in conditions of its work
(its using) to ensure the continuous realisation of widely understood user's expectations. RCM formulates exploitation objectives at the level of function and not at the
device level. In other words, objective is not to ensure total reliability of the technical means as such, but to ensure the reliability, which requires the implementation
of the function for which the mean is used in the given conditions [7, 8].
Decision - making in exploitation under conditions of implementation of the
RCM philosophy has been described in SAE Standard JA-1011 Evaluation Criteria
for Reliability - Centred Maintenance (RCM) Processes, issued by Society of
Automotive Engineers in 1998. It is based on the following seven questions [6]:
1.
what are the functions and associated performance standards of the asset in
its present operating context?
2.
in what ways does it fail to fulfill its functions ?
3.
what causes each functional failure ?
4.
what happens when each failure occurs ?
5.
in what way does each failure matter ?
6.
what can be done to predict or prevent each failure ?
7.
what should be done if a suitable proactive task cannot be found ?
The following actions can be distinguished (answer to question 6 of the standard SAE JA-1011) [8]:
•
renew of the item of technical mean before reaching the technical limit state
(scheduled restoration tasks) - it consists of carrying out maintenance work
and planned repairs based on maintenance cycle, the actual working time or
mileage of device,
•
disposal of an item before reaching technical limit state, planned scrapping
of item, regardless of the ware state (scheduled discard tasks - like the previous upper mentioned action is treated as a preventive one),
•
actions carried out as a result of an assessment of the technical state of elements,
If there is no opportunity for a proactive action it is possible to make one of the
following alternative actions [8]:
•
searching for hidden failure,
•
redesign of the component, process, etc.
•
a decision to admit a failure consciously.
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According to [7] RCM strategy can provide the desired reliability of the process (or of technical measure) while forcing the use of the most technically and economically efficient methods.
Purposefulness of the RCM strategy implementation and realisation in maintenance management should be justified by the presence in the organization activities of following effects, such as [1]:
•
increase safety for maintenance, as well as the environment,
•
focus of efforts of maintenance services on critical technical means,
•
fast response of maintenance services in response to the results of diagnostic
tests,
•
reducing the frequency of inspections,
•
improvement of readiness and the increase of the reliability the technical
means,
•
smaller scale problems that arise in the case of new technical means,
•
identification and elimination of uncertain elements of technical means,
•
reduction of the repairs costs,
•
good definition and optimization of repair procedures,
•
improving knowledge of the technical means which contributes to cost reduction of expertise,
•
optimizing the use of technical means and economically feasible replacements,
•
maintenance policy, adapted to changing circumstances,
•
greater operators' knowledge and skills
•
creating of teamwork,
•
improvement of interpersonal relationships and contacts between staff of
different cell companies,
•
increase in production, production quality and reliability,
•
improvement of profitability of the company,
•
reduction of production losses (reduction in costs resulting from lost opportunities),
•
improvement of customer satisfaction,
•
improvement of delivery time,
•
reduction of product prices (decrease in the areas of added value).
•
reducing the number of unplanned shutdowns of technical means to be implemented due to the need to carry out repairs, etc.
Conclusions that these results have been achieved can be made on the basis of
measurement values which are the key maintenance performance indicators (KPIs).
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3. THE REVIEW OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS SUPPORTING PLANNING AND
REALISATION OF MAITENANCE TASKS OF WATER SUPPLY NETWORK
WITHIN REALISATION OF RCM PHILOSOPHY

Computer-aided systems for planning and execution of maintenance and repair of
water supply network under the philosophy of RCM realisation are:
•
computer maintenance management systems (CMMs),
•
computer-aided systems for analyzing the reliability,
•
computer-aided systems for RCM analyses,
•
computer - aided systems that use mapping information.
These systems are described below.
3.1. Computer maintenance management systems

Computer maintenance management systems support tasks in the following fields:
•
using technical means and their components,
•
sustaining the technical ability to use technical units and their elements (lubrication, adjustments),
•
restoration of ability to use technical units and their elements (repairs)
The screen of the selected system of CMMS class is shown on the figure 1.

Figure 1. The screen of the selected application of MP2 system.
Source: [4].

For the purposes of conducting RCM analysis, CMMs class system provides
primarily maintenance event data (type of failure, failure cause, effect and consequence, the time of failure occurrence and the planned and actual repair time). According to the concept of how to provide this analysis, described in the article [10],
due to the need to use the mapping information it is also useful to obtain data on
locations of used and maintained objects (on their usage system) from CMMS class
system.
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3.2. Computer – aided systems for analyzing the reliability

Preparing a plan including tasks to be performed in accordance with the philosophy of RCM requires data on the values of selected measures of reliability,
particularly: Mean Time between Failure (MTBF), Mean Time to Failure (MTTF)
and Mean Force Outage Time (MFOT) for of unintended events with specific
causes, effects and consequences. Hence there is there is a need to use analytical
and simulation methods and techniques to conduct analyses of reliability, in order
to conduct RCM analysis, based on a model of the using and maintenance process
according to the sequence of events described in the [2].
The screen of computer-aided systems for analyzing the reliability is shown
on figure 2.

Figure 2. The screen of BlockSim 7 system of ReliaSoft.
Source: [9].
3.3. Computer – aided systems for RCM analyses

Conducting RCM analysis requires the application of several methods in order to prepare plans for using and maintenance tasks. Based on data on the functions of technical objects used and maintained in certain locations, failures resulting from these features, their causes, effects and consequences, and data on the
reliability of objects, these methods provide an indication of the proactive using
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and maintenance tasks and / or alternative ones to execute. Among the methods
used in this order it should be highlighted:
•
YES/NO Questions Method,
•
Criticality Factors method,
•
Failure Effect Categorization method,
•
Maintenance Task Selection method,
•
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis method.
FMEA analysis can be used to answer the third and fourth questions of RCM
standard SAE JA-1011, referred to in point 2 of the article. Conducting FMEA
makes possible to identify the causes and consequences of failures that may affect
the malfunctioning of technical means. This method uses the priority number RPN
and analysis of criticality.
A display of the selected system conducting computer-aided analysis of the
RCM was shown on Fig. 3.

Figure 3. The screen of RCM++ system of ReliaSoft.
Source: [5].
3.4. Computer – aided systems using mapping information

Use of mapping information in maintenance management of water supply
network can be justified by different technical condition of a system whose com-
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ponents can be used and maintained in different geographical locations. Differentiation of the technical condition of the network is mostly a consequence of differentiation of factors (of a certain intensity of impact), affecting the operation of the
network. This situation results in obtaining the various values of using and maintenance factors and imposes the need to look at the impacts affecting the functioning
of the considered objects. Hence there is a need to collect not only data on the locations where the components of waty network are used and maintained, but also
data on the locations of these impacts. This justifies the use of GIS (Geographic
Information System) systems, described in [3]. These systems allow the creation of
thematic layers, which contain not only data on used and maintained objects (so
far, these systems were used only for this purpose). Under the new approach suggested in [10] in GIS it would be necessary to create additional layers, each of
which may correspond to one type of force acting on the technical mean and its
individual components, resulting from an occurrence of specified operating conditions in the environment around mean. The screen the selected GIS system with
certain forces affecting the functioning of the mean is shown on the Figure 2.
Each layer of the GIS tool may include information recorded with the use of
following models:
•
points (examples: stops / parks, trees, road signs etc.),
•
lines (examples: different types of installations, roads etc.),
•
polygons (examples: forces – mining damage, temperature, humidity, solar
radiation, wind, fog, thunderstorms, rain / snow / hail, flood, earthquake,
drought).
Models which are a description of forces affecting the technical mean can be
two - or three-dimensional.
GIS systems allow to get a response to the first question of standard SAE JA1011, listed in section 2 of the article. It makes possible to share data on different
forces which have different impact intensity (this intensity on a GIS map can be
assigned value and the corresponding color). For example, in Figure 2 in the legend
on the left side of the map, the degrees of impact of mining damage were listed: I,
II and III and the colors: pink, blue and gray were assigned to them. Such forces
will constitute the operational context under which a specific function, which is
based on of RCM analysis is defined. There is a possibility of entering data about
these functions to the database of GIS and assign areas of their occurrence to this
data according to the concept presented in [10]. For this purpose, a special layer
should be created with the map including polygon areas, each of which corresponds to one force.
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Figure 4. Map showing the imposition of GIS layers: "Wilgotność_gleby" and
"Szkody_górnicze". Source: [3].
4. POSSIBILITIES OF DECISION – MAKING WITH THE USE OF MAPPING
INFORMATION

Decision making model on selection of plan of maintenance tasks: pro-active
and / or alternative ones, based on seven questions RCM, listed in section 2 of the
article, as described in [6] includes a number of methods and models that enable to
identify those tasks. Supplementing the model with new emerging supporting
methods and techniques allow for more efficient decision-making in this area. Decision-making model that takes into account the use of information will enable the
working out the module of the integrated computer system (including the tools
described in point 3), which will have the following characteristics:
•
in the module the model that will enable the calculation of the parameters
will be implemented (especially time - cost) based on data about the functions carried out by the water supply system which components are placed in
specific geographic locations, failures resulting from the realization of these
functions, their causes, effects and consequences. The need to calculate the
values of these parameters for the selected geographic locations at certain
moments established by a period of time suggests the need to use prognostic
methods based on time - location series (time – section series),
•
within module it should be possible to indicate the function of water supply
network based on the data on the forces recorded in database of GIS system
in accordance with the concept presented in point 3 of article,
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•

•

geographical distribution of forces, as well as relations between the values
showing the scale of their impact suggests a use of geostatistical methods
and models as a components of decision-making model. For the purposes of
decision making it is proposed to use "intelligent" methods and models
commonly used in expert systems,
for the purposes of decision making under conditions of realization of RCM
philosophy it is necessary to use not only quantitative models based on the
model of exploitation process according to the sequence of events (unintended events - failures, breakdowns and intended ones - the start and end of
the maintenance tasks execution). An example of the latter may be the ARIS
models that can be used for the purposes of planning tasks (maintenance, repair inspections, other) including aspects of the task organization (organizational, informational and decision-making structures).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Emerging new but also commonly well-known maintenance philosophies of
technical means require searching for methods and techniques to improve decisionmaking focused on their use and maintenance. The article is an attempt to identify
new opportunities in this area that arise due to the increasingly common availability of GIS systems. The combination of well-known model solutions and the possibilities of the considered class of systems and expert systems can help to improve
decision making in this area.
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Abstract. Data mining discipline is recognized by many researchers and
practitioners as very promising to support plenty business applications
including marketing, sales, finance, credit scoring, customer relationship
management. Undoubtedly, research and application of data mining
techniques is increasing over last years. In this article, we will discuss the
current state of data mining: fields of application, algorithms, tools and
present possible future trends and challenges in this area.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The massive growth of data from gigabytes to terabytes and even perabytes is
due to the wide availability of data in automated form that come from multiple
sources as internet, business, science, medicine and many other. The huge amount
of information is impossible for us to analyse to gain a better understanding
without at least some kind of computer-aid. In this context, a data minig discipline
appears to be right choice to automate the process of knowledge discovery from
databases.
The key objective of data mining is to identify novel, potentially useful, and
understandable dependencies and patterns in existing data [2, 3]. The process of
finding the patterns in data is also known as knowledge extraction or information
discovery.
What is noticeable, over the last years, data mining has evaluate from
a relatively unknown approach to a very important industry that is worth millions
of dolars. In 2009, the business intelligence (BI) tools market grew 2.5% to reach
$8.0 billion in worldwide license and maintenance revenue [5].
In this paper we first discuss the results of the Annual Data Mining Survey,
conducted by Rexer Analytics, which assessed the experiences, priorities, views
and challenges of 735 respondents from the data mining industry. The second part
of the article will present some possible future trends and posssible data mining
applications in social and business environments.

2. CURRENT STATE

To present a current state of data minig we will focus on Rexer Analytics’s
Data Miner Survey 2010 and disscuss its findings. The survey has only four year
history but it is considered as the largest survey of professionals in the data mining
industry. It consists of about 50 questions that cover seven general areas of data
mining, including science and practice: (a) field and goals, (b) algorithms, (c)
models, (d) tools (software), (e) technology, (f) challenges, and (g) future. This
survey is independent (without corporate sponsorship) and it is published by Rexer
Analytics, a consulting company based in Boston. The survey is conducted over the
data mining community and the results are usually presented at the conferences.
Recent survey covered year 2010 and was completed by 735 data mining
analysts from 60 countries (4% of respondents come from Poland). The results are
very interesting and provide a meaningful picture of the data mining industry.
(a) In terms of the fields of application we can find out that data miners work
in a diverse set of fields and CRM/Marketing is the most frequently chosen area –
as indicated by 41% of the responders (see Fig. 1). The other indicated fields were
financial (29%) and academic (25%). Data miners also reported working in
insurance, telecoms, retail, pharma, technology, medical, manufacturing, internet,
government, non-profit, entertainment, military and other areas.

Figure 1. The fields of data mining applications. Source: own preparation based on [8]
(Rexer Analytics survey 2010)
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(b) In case of the algorithms used, the most common answers were regression,
decision trees and cluster analysis. These three were chosen by more than 60% of
the respondents and come in way ahead of any other. However, a wide variety of
algorithms are being used such as neural networks, factor analyis, text mining,
association rules, support vector machines, survival analysis, genetic algorithm and
many more (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2. The algorithms used by data miners. [Source: own preparation based on [8]
(Rexer Analytics survey 2010)]

(c) Taking into consideration the modelling issues we can find that about onethird of data miners typically created final models with up to 10 variables, 24% of
responders use between 10 and 20 variables, 9% use between 20 and 30 variables,
3% use between 30 and 40 variables, and about 28% generally creates models with
more than 40 variables (see Fig. 3.).
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Figure 3. The number of variables in models. Source: own preparation based on [8] (Rexer
Analytics survey 2010)

(d) During the survey data mining analysts reported using on average a 4.6
software tools, among which Statistica, IBM SPSS Modeler, and R obtained the
strongest satisfaction rate. Over the past few years, the R which is the open source
data mining software overtook other tools and become the tool used by many data
miners. What is interesting Statistica, which is also at the top in the rankings, is
chosen as the primary data mining tool by the most miners.
(e) In terms of technology, data mining most often occurs on a desktop or
laptop computer, and the data is stored locally. Model scoring is typically
performed using the same software used to build the models (see Tab. 1.). Statistica
software is more likely than other tools to deploy models using PMMT (Predictive
Model Markup Language) which is an XML-based language to define statistical
and data mining models and to share models between compliant applications.
Table 1. Technologies to implement the data mining models (scoring)
Data mining
Score using data
Score using
Score using
tool
mining tool
SQL
PMML
Other
IBM SPSS Statistics
50%
31%
2%
17%
IBM SPSS Modeler
69%
31%
10%
0%
Knime
55%
9%
15%
21%
R
53%
16%
12%
19%
SAS
54%
34%
3%
9%
SAS EnterpriseMiner
45%
32%
10%
13%
Statistica
43%
23%
32%
2%
Weka
36%
7%
0%
57%
Source: own preparation based on [8] (Rexer Analytics survey 2010)
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(f) The survey revealed that data miners face a consistent set of challenges.
The top three problems facing data miners are:
– Dirty data that is data that include missing observations, wrong data, and
non-standard representations of the same data. The results of analyzing
a database/data warehouse with such data can lead to wrong results and at best be
unreliable;
– Explaining data mining models to others is extremely difficult without the
computational and statistical background of the listener. Some of the models, like
decision tress, are easily interpretable, but other like neural networks are perceived
as black box.
– Difficult access to data what concerns the data preparation issues such as
creating the variables for modeling. Difficult to access data means also that data
miners don't have a good plan for what needs to be collected.
(g) The future seems to be optimistic for data miners who expect steady
growth in the number of data mining projects, and growth in adoption of data
mining methodology. The other perspective areas indicated by respondents were
text mining, social network analysis, automation, cloud computing, data
visualization, easy to use tools, and ability to handle bigger data (see Fig. 4.).

Figure 4. The future trends in data mining indicated by responders. Source: own
preparation based on [8] (Rexer Analytics survey 2010)
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3. FUTURE TRENDS AND POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF DATA MINING

a) Mining multimedia data
Knowledge discovery from the growing amount of multimedia data, so-called
multimedia mining, is recently a challenging field due to the non-structured nature
of multimedia data. Among the tools for managing and searching within
multimedia database collections there is a strong need for effective tools to extract
the useful knowledge embedded within multimedia data. In this context the
processing of multimedia data can be classified as data quality issue in terms of
accessibility, understandability and ease of operations.
Accessibility refers to the extent to which the data is available or easily and
quickly retrievable. Understandability refers to the extent to which data is easily
comprehended. Finally, the ease of operations characterizes the extent to which
data is easy to manipulate and to apply to different tasks.
Nowadays, the main research area is focused on decision-making applications
and tools which can be applied for problems that deal with [7]:
(1) discovering relationships between different multimedia
(2) identifying semantic relationships between the events occurring in a movie
(3) classifying images based on their content
(4) extracting patterns from sound
(5) categorizing speech and music
(6) recognizing and tracking the objects in video streams.
b) Data mining for terrorists
After the September 11 terrorist attacks, many countries introduced new laws
and procedures to fight against terrorism. These allowed intelligence services to
gather any possible information that might be necessary to prevent new attacks in
the future and to identify potential terrorists.
Most people learned about data mining in this area in 2002, when media
reported about a huge government data mining program called Total Information
Awareness (TIA) [6]. The basic idea was to gather as much data as possible about
everyone, then sift it with computers, and investigate patterns that might indicate
terrorist acts. Although the program was cancelled due to the massive objectives of
privacy organizations, some of these plans nevertheless ware renewed later under
a different name.
Although the possible benefits that data mining approach can have against the
terrorists there are some problems too. The first problem concerns the
heterogeneity and diversity of the data. Structured information is easy to analyze,
but the system or application must be able to deal with other types of data eg. text
and multimedia data. This data diversity is responsible for specific problems for
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most data mining techniques that were primarily developed to discover patterns in
structured data.
The other issue that needs consideration is the cost that is associated with
every decision. For instance, citing the [4] we may find that “system that is able to
identify all possible airplane hijackers but misclassifies some normal passengers as
terrorists will be preferred above a system that classifies most of the passengers
correct but misclassifies some of the terrorists. The inconvenience that is being
experienced by normal passengers is of minor importance in comparison to the
damage that one terrorist can cause. But the choice among different systems is not
an easy one: to develop optimal systems one must be able to quantify all costs and
benefits and this might be a difficult task”.
c) Bioinformatics
The other domain for which data mining is promising is bioinformatics.
Bioinformatics as the science is involved in management, exploration and
interpretation of biological structures. The researches of genome sequencing have
contributed to an increase in sequence databases. For that reason the Structural
Genome Initiative [1] was set and it aims to catalogue the structure and information
function of proteins. It has been created to turn the products of the structural
genomics into valuable knowledge that can be used by the biological research
community to understand the life, the living systems and diseases.
Over the last years, significant progress has been achieved, but still there are
number of fundamental problems such as discovery of protein structures and
finding new genes. The data mining fundamental task is to help to understand the
gene expressions and support the drug develop. Additionally, text mining might
play important role when filtering the knowledge from the huge literature sources
concerning bioinformatics.
d) Web mining
The World Wide Web is huge collection of news, advertisements, consumer
records, financial, education, government, e-commerce and many other services.
That provides a huge source for data mining and knowledge discovery. In this area
we can distinguish three streams of web mining: (1) web usage mining, (2) web
content mining, and (3) web structure mining.
Mining the web content is the process of finding useful information from the
content of documents published on the internet. Content data is collection of facts
that webpage present to the users. Web content mining can use the structured
nature of webpage text. The HTML or XML markups on the webpages include the
information about the logical structure and semantic of documents. Text mining
applications to webpage content have been deeply researched over last years. Some
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of the research issues concern topic discovery, extraction of association patterns,
and classification of webpages. Research techniques in this field generally
concerns information retrieval, information extraction and natural language
processing.
Web structure mining is the process of discovering information structure from
the internet. The structure of the typical webpage graph consists of webpages as
nodes and hyperlinks as connections between two related pages. Web structure
mining can be divided next based on the structural data used: hyperlinks or
document structure. The content of a web page can be presented as a tree structure,
depending on the HTML and XML tags on the page. The data mining analysis are
focused here on automatic extraction of document object model structures or using
the document structure to gather data records or information about the relations
between them.
Web usage mining refers to the analysis and automatic discovery of patterns
in clickstream. Every user action on the webpage generates data about the time,
and requested pages. The aim of web usage mining is to capture and to analyze the
patterns and profiles of users’ interaction with a given web site. The log files
automatically generated by application servers are the primary data sources used in
web usage mining analysis.
A classic example of web usage mining is application of association rule to
discover the clickstream patterns performed by many independent users.
Association rules are typically applied to log data that contain information about
user sessions. Information about web sessions is gathered automatically, without
any user involvement and it presents user behavior while navigating a web site.
That is why, web sessions are regarded as an important source of information about
the web page visitors and their needs.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Data is useless, if it cannot be transferred into a valuable knowledge. That is
why data mining gains wide acceptance in today’s world. A lot has been done in
this area but lot more can still be done.
By expanding the list of possible applications, technologies and methods,
broadening the data mining applicability to business applications, and making the
interfaces easier for end users to use, it is quite possible that data mining will
become one of the key technology areas within next decade.
While data mining is perceived as an advance among analytical tools
currently available, there are some limitations to its capability. Although data
mining can reveal patterns in data and discover relationships, it still requires the
users to decide about the validity or significance of these patterns. The other
limitation is that although data mining can identify links between behaviors or
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variables, it cannot identify a causal relationship. Still, to be successful, data
mining must rely on skilled specialists who can conduct the analysis and interpret
the results.
Technological capabilities are undoubtedly important, but there are other
issues that can influence the success of a data mining project outcome. One of them
is data quality, which refers to the data accuracy and data completeness.
To summarize, it would not be overly exaggerated to conclude that data
mining has a promising future, and that the following years might bring new
developments, methods, and technologies in data mining industry.
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